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Abstract
In this paper we develop a differential Galois theory for algebraic Lie-
Vessiot systems in algebraic homogeneous spaces. Lie-Vessiot systems
are non autonomous vector fields that are linear combinations with time-
dependent coefficients of fundamental vector fields of an algebraic Lie
group action. Those systems are the building blocks for differential equa-
tions that admit superposition of solutions. Lie-Vessiot systems in alge-
braic homogeneous spaces include the case of linear differential equations.
Therefore, the differential Galois theory for Lie-Vessiot systems is an ex-
tension of the classical Picard-Vessiot theory. In particular, algebraic
Lie-Vessiot systems are solvable in terms of Kolchin’s strongly normal
extensions. Therefore, strongly normal extensions are geometrically in-
terpreted as the fields of functions on principal homogeneous spaces over
the Galois group. Finally we consider the problem of integrability and
solvability of automorphic differential equations. Our main tool is a clas-
sical method of reduction, somewhere cited as Lie reduction. We develop
and algebraic version of this method, that we call Lie-Kolchin reduction.
Obstructions to the application are related to Galois cohomology.
1 Introduction
A Lie-Vessiot system, as defined in [3], is a system of non-autonomous differential
equations,
x˙i = Fi(t, x1, . . . , xn), (1.1)
such that there exist r functions f(t) of the parameter t verifying:
Fi(t, x1, . . . , xn) =
r∑
j=1
fj(t)(Ajxi),
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where A1, . . . , As are autonomous vector fields which infinitesimally span a pre-
transitive Lie group action. Such systems were introduced by S. Lie at the end of
19th century (see, for instance [24]). The differential equation (1.1), interpreted
as a non-autonomous vector field, in a manifold M , is a linear combination of
the infinitesimal generators of the action of G in M :
~X =
∂
∂t
+
∑
fj(t)Aj .
In [3], it is proven that a differential equation admits a superposition law if
and only if it is a Lie-Vessiot system related to a pretransitive Lie group action
(this is the global version of a classical result exposed in [24]). The orbits by a
pretransitive group action are homogeneousG-spaces, so that we can decompose
a Lie-Vessiot system in a family of systems on homogeneous spaces. Therefore,
Lie-Vessiot systems on homogeneous spaces are the building blocks of differential
equations admitting superpostion laws.
Here, we study Lie-Vessiot systems on algebraic homogeneous spacesM with
coefficients fi in a differential field K whose field of constants C is the field of
definition of the phase space M . In this frame, a Lie-Vessiot system is seen as
a derivation of the scheme MK, compatible with the canonical derivation of K.
Notation and Conventions
We denote differential and ordinary fields and rings by calligraphic letters C,K, . . .
The canonical derivation of a differential ring K is denoted by ∂K or just ∂ when-
ever it does not lead to confussion. Algebraic varieties are denoted by capital
letters M,G, . . . The structure sheaf of M is denoted by OM . If M is a C-
algebraic variety and C ⊂ K, the space of K-points of an algebraic variety M is
denoted by M(K). We write MK for the K-algebraic variety obtained after base
change M ×C Spec(K). If p is a point of M we denote by κ(p) its quotient field
and p♮ the valuation morphism p♮ : OM,p → κ(p).
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2 Algebraic Groups and Homogeneous Spaces
2.1 Algebraic Groups
Let us consider a field C and its algebraic closure C¯. By an algebraic variety over
C we mean a reduced and separated scheme of finite type over C. Along this
text an algebraic group means an algebraic variety endowed with an algebraic
group law and inversion morphism. In particular, algebraic groups over fields
of characteristic zero are smooth varieties ([28] pp. 101–102).
The functor of points of an algebraic group takes values on the category of
groups. If G is a C-algebraic group, and K is a C-algebra, then the set G(K) of
K-points of G is naturally endowed with an structure of group.
An algebraic group is an affine group if it is an affine algebraic variety. The
main example of an affine algebraic group is the General Linear Group,
GL(n, C) = Spec (C[xij ,∆]) , ∆ = 1|xij | .
We call algebraic linear groups to the Zariski closed subgroups of GL(n, C). It is
well known that any affine algebraic group is isomorphic to an algebraic linear
group.
2.2 Lie Algebra of an Algebraic Group
Let us consider X(G) the space of regular vector fields in G, id est, derivations
of the sheaf OG vanishing on C. The Lie bracket of regular vector fields is a
regular vector field, so X(G) is a Lie algebra.
Definition 2.1 Let A be a regular vector field in G, and ψ : G → G an au-
tomorphism of algebraic variety. Then, we define ψ(A) the transformed vector
field ψ(A) = (ψ♯)−1 ◦A ◦ ψ♯.
OG
ψ(A) //
ψ♯

OG
OG A // OG
(ψ♯)−1
OO
Any C-point σ of G induces right and left translations, Rσ and Lσ, which are
automorphisms of the algebraic varietyG. A C¯-point σ¯ ofG, induces translations
in GC¯ .
Definition 2.2 The Lie algebra R(G) of G is the space of all regular vector
fields A ∈ X(G) such that for all C¯-point σ ∈ G(C¯), Rσ(A ⊗ 1) = A⊗ 1. In the
same way, we define the Lie algebra L(G) of left invariant vector fields.
The Lie bracket of two right invariant vector field is a right invariant vector
field. The same is true for left invariant vector fields, so R(G) and L(G) are
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Lie sub-algebras of X(G). For a point x ∈ G its tangent space TσG is defined
as the space of C-derivations from the ring of germs of regular functions, OG,σ
with values in its quotient field κ(σ). It is a κ(σ)-vector space of the same
dimentsion than G. Any regualr vector field ~X in X(G), can be seen as a
map σ 7→ ~Xσ ∈ Tσ(G). Let us consider e the identity element of G. If C is
algebraically closed, for any vector ~v ∈ TeG there are unique invariant vector
fields ~R ∈ R(G) and L ∈ L(G) such that ~Re = ~Le = ~v (see [28] pp. 98–99).
2.3 Algebraic Homogeneous spaces
Definition 2.3 Let G be a C-algebraic group. A G-space M is an algebraic
variety over C endowed with an algebraic action of G,
G×C M a−→M, (σ, x) 7→ σ · x.
Let M be a G-space. Then for each extension C ⊂ K, the group G(K) acts
on the set M(K). Therefore it is a G(K)-set in the set theoretic sense. Given a
point x ∈M its isotropy subgroup is an algebraic subgroup of G that we denote
by Hx. It is defined by equation Hx · x = x. Note that it is not necessary for x
to be a rational point.
The intersection of the isotropy subgroups of all closed points of M is a
normal algebraic subgroup HM ⊳ G. The action of G is called faithful if HM
is the identity element {e}, and it is called free if for any rational point x,
Hx = {e}. It is called transitive if for each pair of rational points x, y ∈ M
there is a σ ∈ G such that σ · x = y; id est there is only one orbit.
Definition 2.4 Let us consider the induced morphism,
(a× Id) : G×C M →M ×C M, (σ, x) 7→ (σx, x)
then,
(1) M is an homogeneous G-space if (a× Id) is surjective.
(2) M is a principal homogeneous G-space if (a× Id) is an isomorphism.
If C is algebraically closed, an homogeneous G-space is simply a transitive
G-space and a principal homogeneous G-space is a free and transitive G-space.
In such case, any principal homogeneous G-space over is isomorphic to G.
2.4 Existence of quotients: Chevalley’s theorem
Let V ve a C-vector space, and GL(V ) the group of linear transformations of
V . It is an C-algebraic group, and it acts algebraically on any tensor space
over V . Given a tensor T we call stabilizer subgroup of T to the group of
linear transformations σ ∈ GL(V ) for whom there exist a scalar λ ∈ C such
that σ(t) = λT . In other words, the stabilizer subgroup of T is the isotropy
subgroup of the line 〈T 〉 spanned by T in the projectivization of the tensor
space.
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Theorem 2.5 (Chevalley, see [14] p. 80) Let V be a C-vector space of finite
dimension, and let H ⊂ GL(V ) be an algebraic subgroup. There exist a tensor,
T ∈
⊕
i
(
V ⊗ni ⊗C
(
V ⊗mi
)∗)
such that H is the stabilizer of T ,
H = {σ ∈ GL(V )|〈σ(T )〉 = 〈T 〉}
From this result we obtain that for a linear algebraic group G and an alge-
braic subgroupH , the quotient space G/H is isomorphic to the orbit O〈T 〉 in the
projective space P
(⊕
i
(
V ⊗ni ⊗C (V ⊗mi)∗
))
. It is a quasiprojective algebraic
variety.
There is a lack in the literature of an existence theorem for arbitrary quo-
tients of an non-linear algebraic group over an arbitrary field. However, there
is a result, due to M. Rosenlicht [33], saying that for any action of an algebraic
group G on an algebraic variety V , there exist a G-invariant open subset U ⊂ V
such that the geometrical quotient U/G in the sense of Mumford exists. In the
case of a subgroup G′ acting on G, this open subset must be right-invariant,
and then it coincides with G.
2.5 Galois Cohomology
In this section, we assume that C is a perfect field ; note that this holds if C is
of characteristic zero, which is the case we are interested in. In such case, any
algebraic extension can be embedded into a Galois extension. Therefore, the
algebraic closure C¯ is the inductive limit of all Galois extensions of C. The group
of C-automorphisms of C¯ is then identified with the projective limit of all Galois
groups, of algebraic extensions of C. With the initial topology of the family
of projections onto finite Galois groups, this is a compact totally disconnected
group, that we denote Gal(C¯/C).
Let G be a C-algebraic group. The group of automorphisms acts on G(C¯)
by composition. Let us consider Gk the set of continuous maps from Gal(C¯/C)k
onto G(C¯). In such case G0 = G(C¯). We consider the sequence:
0→ G0 δ0−→ G1 δ1−→ G2, (2.1)
where the codifferential of x ∈ G0 is (δ0x)(σ) = x−1 ·σ(x), and the codifferential
of ϕ ∈ G1 is (δ1ϕ)(σ, τ) = ϕ(σ · τ)−1 · ϕ(σ) · σ(ϕ(τ)). An element in the image
of δ0 is called a coboundary, the set of coboundaries is denoted by B
1(G,C).
An element ϕ ∈ G1 is called a 1-cocycle if δ1ϕ vanish. The set of 1-cocycles is
denoted Z1(G, C). Two 1-cocycles are called cohomologous if there is x ∈ G0
such that ϕ(σ) = x−1 · ψ(σ) · σ(x). This is an equivalence relation in Z1(G, C).
The quotient set Z1(G, C)/ ∼ is a pointed set, with distingished point the class
of coboundaries. Note that when G is an abelian group the sequence (2.1) is a
differential complex and this quotient is the first cohomology group.
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Definition 2.6 The zero Galois cohomology set of G with coefficients in C,
H0(G, C) is the kernel of δ0. It is a pointed set with distinguised point the
identity. The first Galois cohomology set of G with coefficients in C, H1(G, C),
is the pointed set Z1(G, C)/ ∼.
From the definition of δ0 it is clear that x ∈ H0(G, C) if an only if it is
invariant under the action of Gal(C¯/C). The fixed field of C¯ in precisely C,
therefore the zero Galois cohomology set coincides with the set of C-points G(C).
Therefore, we define the zero cohomology set H0(V, C) of any C-algebraic variety
V to be the set of C-points V (C).
Let G′ be an algebraic subgroup of G. In such case H0(G/G′, C) is a
pointed set, with distinguised point the class of the identity. An element
x ∈ H0(G/G′, C) is a C-point of the homogeneous space G/G′. This x is the
class of a unique C¯-point x¯ of G. The coboundary ∂0x¯ is a cocycle in G′, and
its cohomology class [x¯] ∈ H1(G′, C) does not depends on the election of x. We
have a morphism of pointed sets H0(G/G′, C)→ H1(G, C) called the connecting
morphism. We obtain an exact sequence of pointed sets:
0→ H0(G′, C)→ H0(G, C)→ H0(G/G′, C)→ H1(G′, C)→ H1(G, C)
and when G′ is a normal subgroup of G, the sequence
H1(G′, C)→ H1(G, C)→ H1(G/G′, C)
is also exact (see [19], p. 277–288).
Using the previous exact sequence it is relatively easy to compute the first
Galois cohomology set of several algebraic groups. We say that the first coho-
mology set of G with coefficients in C vanish if it consists of an only point. In
particular the following results are well known:
• The first cohomology set of the additive group H1((C,+), C) vanish.
• The first cohomology set of the multiplicative group H1(C∗, ·), C) vanish.
• H1(GL(n, C), C) vanish.
• H1(SL(n, C), C) vanish.
• If G is linear connected solvable group then H1(G, C) vanish.
• If C is algebraically closed then for any algebraic group H1(G, C) vanish.
• If S is a Riemann surface and M(S) is its field of meromorphic function
then for any linear connectedM(S)-algebraic groupG, H1(G,M(S)) van-
ish (this is a particular case of fields of dimension lower or equal than one,
treated in [35]).
• If S is an open Riemann surface then for any connected M(S)-algebraic
group H1(G,M(S)) vanish (Grauert theorem, see [36]).
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The first Galois cohomology set classifies the principal homogeneous spaces
over G. This classification was first obtained by Chaˆtelet for some particular
cases, here we follow Kolchin [19] (see p. 281–283). The main fact is that if the
first Galois cohomology set vanish then all principal homogeneous spaces have
rational points.
Theorem 2.7 Let G be a C-algebraic group and M a principal homogeneous G-
space. Then M defines a class [M ] in H1(G, C). This cohomology class classifies
M up to C-isomorphisms. M is isomorphic to G if and only if [M ] is the
distinguised point of H1(G, C). Reciprocally any cohomology class of H1(G, C)
is the class of certain homogeneous G-space.
2.6 Fundamental Fields
Consider a right invariant vector field A ∈ R(G). Then, ~A⊗1 is a regular vector
field in G×C M . This vector field is projectable by the action of G in M ,
a : G×C M →M, ~A⊗ 1 7→ ~AM .
Definition 2.8 We call algebra of fundamental field R(G,M) to the Lie algebra
of regular vector fields in M spanned by the projections ~AM of vector fields ~A⊗1,
being ~A right invariant vector field in G.
There is a canonical surjective Lie algebra morphism,
R(G)→R(G,M), ~A→ ~AM ,
the kernel of this morphism is the Lie algebra of the kernel of the action HM ,
R(HM ) ⊂ R(G). In particular, the Lie algebra of fundamental fields R(G,G)
in G coincides with R(G).
3 Differential Algebraic Geometry
We can state that the differential algebraic geometry is with respect to the
differential algebra the same than the classical algebraic geometry is with respect
to the commutative algebra. In this sense, the differential algebraic geometry is
the study of geometric objects associated with differential rings. Here we present
the theory of schemes with derivations, which has been developed by Buium [7],
and the theory of differential schemes, which is due to Keigher [16, 17], Carra’
Ferro (see [9]), and Kovacic [21].
3.1 Differential Algebra
We present here some preliminaries in differential algebra. The main references
for this subject are [32], [15], [19].
A differential ring is a commutative ring A and a derivation ∂A. By a
derivation we mean an application verifying the Leibnitz rule, ∂A(ab) = a ·
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∂A(b) + b · ∂A(a). An element a ∈ A is called a constant if it has vanishing
derivative ∂a = 0. Whenever it does not lead to confusion, we will write ∂
instead of ∂A. The subset CA of constants elements is a subring of A. When A
is a field we call it a differential field. In such a case, the constant ring CA is a
subfield of A. An ideal I ⊂ A is a differential ideal if ∂(I) ⊂ I.
Note that if I is a differential ideal, then the quotientA/I is also a differential
ring. For a subset S ⊂ A we denote [S] for the smallest differential ideal
containing S, and {S} for the smallest radical differential ideal containing S.
For an ideal I ⊂ A we denote I′ for the smallest differential ideal containing
I, namely: I′ =
∑
i ∂
i(I). Localization by arbitrary multiplicative sytems is
also suitable in differential rings. A ring morphism is called differential if it
is compatible with the derivation. In the category of differential rings, tensor
product is also well defined.
Consider K a differential field. A differential ring A endowed with a mor-
phism K →֒ A is called a differential K-algebra. If A is a differential field then
we say that it is a differential extension of K.
3.2 Keigher Rings
If I ⊂ A is an ideal, we denote its radical ideal by
√
I, the intersection of all
prime ideals containing I. In algebraic geometry, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the set of radical ideals of A and the set of Zariski closed
subsets of Spec(A), the prime spectrum of A. In order to perform an analogous
systematical study of the set of differential ideals - id est differential algebraic
geometry - we should require radicals of differential ideals to be also differential
ideals. This property does not hold in the general case. We have to introduce
a suitable class of differential rings. This class was introduced by Keigher (see
[16]); we call them Keigher rings.
Definition 3.1 A Keigher ring is a differential ring verifying that for each
differential ideal I, its radical
√
I is also a differential ideal.
Definition 3.2 For any ideal I ⊂ A we define its differential core as I♯ = {a ∈
I : ∀n(∂na ∈ I)}.
Keigher rings can be defined in several equivalent ways. The following the-
orem of characterization includes different possible definitions (see [21], propo-
sition 2.2.).
Theorem 3.3 Let A be a differential ring. The following are equivalent:
(a) If p ⊂ A is a prime ideal, then p♯ is a prime differential ideal.
(b) If I ⊂ A is a differential ideal, and S is a multiplicative system disjoint
from I, then there is a prime maximal differential ideal containing I dis-
joint with S.
(c) If I ⊂ A is a differential ideal, then so is √I.
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(d) If S is any subset, then {S} =
√
[S].
(e) A is a Keigher ring.
By a Ritt algebra we mean a differential ring including the field Q of rational
numbers. When studing differential equations in characteristic zero, differential
rings considered are mainly Ritt algebras. A main property of Ritt algebras is
that the radical of a differential ideals is a differential ideal (see for instance
[15]), therefore Ritt algebras are Keigher rings.
Proposition 3.4 If A is a Keigher ring then for any differential ideal I, A/I
is Keigher and for any multiplicative system S, S−1A is Keigher.
Proof. Assume A is Keigher. First, let us prove that A/I is Keigher. Consider
the projection π : A → A/I. Let a be a differential ideal of A/I. Then √a =
π(
√
π−1(a)) is a differential ideal.
Second, consider a localization morphism l : A → S−1A. Let a ⊂ S−1A be
a differential ideal. Let us denote by b the preimage l−1(a); it is a differential
ideal and l(b) · S−1A = a.
Let us consider a
s
∈ √a. a
s
s
1 =
a
1 ∈
√
a. For certain n, hence a
n
1 ∈ a, an ∈ b
and a ∈
√
b. A is Keigher, and then ∂a ∈
√
b. Therefore (∂a)m ∈ b, so that(
∂a
1
)m ∈ a and, for instance, ∂a1 ∈ √a. Finally,
∂
(a
s
)
=
∂a
1
1
s
− a
1
∂s
s2
∈ √a,
and by (c) of Theorem 3.3 S−1A is Keigher. 
3.3 New Constants
From now on let K be a differential field, and let C be its field of constants. We
assume that C is algebraically closed. A classical lemma of differential algebra
(see [19] p. 87 Corollary 1) says that if A is a differential K-algebra, then the
ring of constant CA is linearly disjoint over C with K. Let us set this classical
lemma in a more geometric frame.
Lemma 3.5 Let A be an integral finitely generated differential K-algebra. Then
there is an affine subset U ⊂ Spec(A) such that the ring of constants CAU is a
finitely generated algebra over C.
Proof. Consider Q(A) the field of fractions of A. The extension K ⊂ Q(A)
is of finite transcendency degree. Then, K ⊂ K · CQ(A) ⊂ Q(A) are exten-
sions of finite transcendency degree, and there are λ1, . . . λs in CQ(A) such that
K(λ1, . . . , λs) = K · CQ(A). Constants λ1,. . .,λs are fractions figi . Consider the
affine open subset obtained by removing from Spec(A) the zeroes of the denom-
inators,
U = SpecA \
s⋃
i=1
(gi)0.
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Then, λi ∈ AU and K[CAU ] = K[λ1, . . . , λs]. We will prove that CAU =
C[λ1, . . . , λs]. Let λ ∈ CAU . It is certain polynomial in the variables λi with
coefficients in K:
λ =
∑
I∈Λ
aIλ
I , aI ∈ K;
where Λ is a suitable finite set of multi-indices. We can take this set in such
way that the {λI}I∈Λ are linearly independent over K, and then so they are
over C. {λ, λI}I∈Λ is a subset of K-linearly dependents elements of CAU . By
[19] (p. 87 corollary 1) then they are C-linearly dependent. Hence, λ is C-linear
combination of {λI}I∈Λ, λ ∈ C[λ1, . . . , λs] and finally CAU = C[λ1, . . . , λs]. 
3.4 Differential Spectra
Definition 3.6 Let A be a differential ring. DiffSpec(A) is the set of all prime
differential ideals p ⊂ A.
Let S ⊂ A any subset. We define the differential locus of zeroes of S,
{S}0 ⊂ DiffSpec(A) as the subset of prime differential ideals containing S. This
family of subsets define a topology (having these subsets as closed subsets),
that we call the Kolchin topology or differential Zariski topology. Note that
{S}0 = (S)0 ∩DiffSpec(A). From that if follows:
Proposition 3.7 DiffSpec(A) with Kolchin topology is a topological subspace
of Spec(A) with Zariski topology.
From now on, let us consider the following notation: X = Spec(A), and
X ′ = DiffSpec(A).
Let us recall that a topological space is said reducible if it is the non-trivial
union of two closed subsets. It is said irreducible if it is not reducible. A point
of an irreducible topological space is said generic if it is included in each open
subset. The following properties of the differential spectrum are proven in [17]
(see Proposition 2.1).
Proposition 3.8 X ′ verifies:
(1) X ′ is quasicompact.
(2) X ′ is T0 separated.
(3) Every closed irreducible subspace of X ′ admits a unique generic point. The
map X ′ → 2X′ , that maps each point x to its Kolchin closure {x} is a
bijection between points of X ′ and irreducible closed subspaces of X ′.
Here we review some of the topological properties of the differential spectrum
of Keigher rings.
Lemma 3.9 Assume that A is a Keigher ring. Then each minimal prime ideal
is a differential ideal.
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Proof. Then, let p be a minimal prime. By Theorem 3.3 (a), p♯ is a prime
differential ideal and p♯ ⊆ p. 
Proposition 3.10 Assume that A is Keigher. Then, X is an irreducible topo-
logical space if and only if X ′ is an irreducible topological space.
Proof. Just note that the irreducible components of X ′ are the Kolchin closure
of minimal prime ideals of A. 
Proposition 3.11 Assume A is Keigher. If X ′ is connected, then X is con-
nected.
Proof. Assume that X = Y ⊔ Z, then we have an isomorphism of rings
(p1, p2) : A 7→ OX(Y )×OX(Z), a 7→ (a|X , a|Y ),
the kernel of each restriction pi is intersection of minimal prime ideals, so by
Lemma 3.9 they are differential ideals. Hence, the rings OX(Y ) and OX(Z) are
also differential rings. Then,
X ′ = Y ′ ⊔ Z ′,
being Y ′ = DiffSpec(OX(Y )), Z ′ = DiffSpec(OX(Z)). We have proven that if
X disconnects, then X ′ disconnects. 
3.5 Structure Sheaf
We define the structure sheaf OX′ as in [21]. Let us consider the projection,
π :
⊔
x∈X′
Ax → X ′.
being
⊔
x∈X′ Ax the disjoint union of all the localized rings Ax. We say that
a section s of π defined in an open subset U ⊂ X ′ is a regular function if it
verifies the following: for all x ∈ U there exist an open neighborhood x ∈ Ux
and a, b ∈ A with b(x) 6= 0 (b 6∈ x), such that for all y ∈ Ux with b(y) 6= 0, s(y) =
a
b
∈ Ay. Thus, a regular function is a section which is locally representable as a
quotient. We write OX′ for the sheaf of regular functions in X ′. By the above
construction we can state:
Proposition 3.12 The stalk OX′,x is a ring isomorphic to Ax.
Theorem 3.13 Let us consider the natural inclusion j : X ′ →֒ X. The sheaf of
regular functions OX′ is the restriction OX |X′ of the sheaf of regular function
in X.
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Proof. First, let us define a natural morphism of presheaves of rings on X ′
between the inverse image presheaf j−1OX and OX′ . Let us consider an open
subset U ⊂ X ′ and a section s of the presheaf j−1OX defined in U . By definition
of inverse image, there is an open subset W of X such that W ∩X ′ ∩U and for
what s is written as a fraction a
b
∈ AW . This fraction is a section of OX′(U),
and it defines the presheaf morphism
j−1OX → OX′ .
This presheaf morphism induces a morphism between associated sheaves OX |X′
and OX′ . It is clear that this natural morphism induce the identity between
fibers (j−1OX)x = Ax → OX′,x = Ax, and then it is an isomorphism. 
3.6 Global Sections
One of the main facts of the differential algebraic geometry is that the ring
of global regular sections of X ′ does not coincide with the differential ring A.
Of course there is a canonical morphism from A to OX′(X ′). However there
are non-vanishing elements giving rise to the zero section and non invertible
elements giving rise to invertible sections. An element a of A is called a dif-
ferential zero if its annihilator ideal is not contained in any proper differential
ideal. The set of differential zeroes is denoted by Z. An element is called a
differential unit if it is not contained in any proper differential ideal. The set
of differential units is denoted by U. Then, there is a canonical injective mor-
phism, U−1A/Z →֒ OX′(X ′). But in general this morphism is not surjective,
id est, there are regular functions that are not representable as fractions of A.
Therefore, the differential spectrum of OX′(X ′) is not always isomorphic to X ′.
This problem is extensively discussed in [2].
3.7 Differential Schemes
The study of differential schemes started within the work of Keigher [16, 17]
and was continued by Carra’ Ferro [9], Buium [7] and Kovacic [21]. Definitions
are slightly different in each author approach, here we follow Kovacic.
Let us remind that a locally ringed space is a topological space X endowed
with an structure sheaf of rings OX such that for all x ∈ X the stalk OX,x is
a local ring. Thus, a locally differential ringed space is a locally ringed space
whose structure sheaf OX is a sheaf of differential rings. A morphism of locally
differential ringed spaces f : X → Y consist of a continous map together with a
sheaves morphism f ♮ : OX → f∗OY . For the differential ring A it is clear that
its differential spectrum X ′ endowed with the structure sheaf OX′ is a locally
differential ringed space.
Definition 3.14 An affine differential scheme is a locally differentially ringed
space X which is isomorphic to DiffSpec(A) for some differential ring A.
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Definition 3.15 A differential scheme is a locally differentially ringed space X
in which every point has a neighborhood that is an affine differential scheme.
Remark 3.16 Schemes are differential schemes, endowed with the trivial deriva-
tion. The category of differential schemes is an extension of the category of
schemes, in the same way that the category of differential rings is an extension
of the category of rings.
By a morphism of differential schemes f : X → Y we mean a morphism of
locally ringed spaces, such that f ♯ : OY → f∗OX is a morphism of sheaves of
differential rings.
Let K be a differential field. A K-differential scheme is a differential scheme
X provided with a morphism X → DiffSpec(K), it means that OX is a sheaf of
differential K-algebras.
A morphism of differential schemes f : X → Y between two differential K-
schemes is amorphism of differential K-schemes if the sheaf morphism f ♯ : OY →
f∗OX is a morphism of sheaves of differential K-algebras.
3.8 Product of Differential Schemes
There is not a direct product in the category of differential schemes relative to
a given basic differential scheme. This problem is discussed in [21]. However, in
the case of differential schemes over a differential field K we can construct the
direct product by patching tensor products, as it is usually done in algebraic
geometry. Therefore,
DiffSpec(A)×K DiffSpec(B) = DiffSpec(A⊗K B).
Moreover, if X and Y are reduced differential K-schemes then X ×K Y is also
reduced (see [22] Proposition 25.2).
3.9 Split of Differential Schemes
Definition 3.17 Let X be a differential scheme. Define the presheaf of rings
CX on X by the formula,
CX(U) = COX(U),
for any open subset U ⊆ X.
From this definition it follows that CX is a sheaf of rings and its fiber CX,x is
isomorphic to the ring of constants COX,x . In particular, if X is a K-differential
scheme CX is a sheaf of CK-algebras.
Definition 3.18 We call space of constants of X, Const(X) to the locally
ringed space (X, CX).
Definition 3.19 We say that X is an almost-constant differential scheme if its
space of constants Const(X) is a scheme.
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Let X be an almost-constant scheme. Then, each open subset U ⊂ X is also
almost-constant. If Y is a reduced closed subscheme of X then Y is almost-
constant. In this way if Y is a locally closed reduced subscheme of X , then Y
is almost-constant.
Let K be a differential field, and C its field of constants.
Definition 3.20 A differential K-scheme X splits if there is a C-scheme Y and
an isomorphism of K-differential schemes,
φ : X
∼−→ Y ×C DiffSpec(K).
The isomorphism φ is called an splitting isomorphism for X.
Proposition 3.21 If X is reduced and splits, then it is almost-constant and
X
∼−→ Const(X)×C DiffSpec(K).
Proof. [22] proposition 28.2. 
3.10 Strongly Normal Extensions
Strongly normal extensions are introduced by Kolchin [18]. They are differ-
ential field extensions whose group of automorphisms admits an structure of
algebraic group. This notion has been recently characterized in terms of dif-
ferential schemes by Kovacic [23]. This characterization is more convenient for
our presentation of differential Galois theory, so that we will use it as a new
definition.
Definition 3.22 K → L is a strongly normal extension if and only if the dif-
ferential scheme DiffSpec(L⊗K L) splits. In such case denote Gal(L/K) to the
scheme Const(DiffSpec(L ⊗K L)).
Note that prime differential ideals of L ⊗K L whose quotient field is L,
correspond to K-automorphisms of L. If σ is a K-automorphism of L, the
kernel of the differential K-algebra morphism,
L ⊗K L → L, a⊗ b 7→ aσ(b),
is a prime differential ideal pσ. Then, the set of rational points of DiffSpec(L⊗K
L) is naturally endowed with a group structure. This group structure descent to
a structure of C-algebraic group precisely when DiffSpec(L⊗KL) splits. In such
case the space of constant Gal(L/K) is endowed with an structure of algebraic
group. This problem is axhaustively treated in [23].
This approach gives us a parallelism with Galois extensions in classical theory
of fields. Note that a field extension k → K is a Galois extension if and only if
Spec(K ⊗kK) = G×k Spec(K) (see [34]). We also obtain the scheme structure
of the Galois group: it is the scheme of constants of DiffSpec(L ⊗K L).
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3.11 Galois Correspondence for Strongly Normal Exten-
sions
Let us consider as above K ⊂ L a strongly normal extension of differential
fields. To each subgroup H ⊂ Gal(L/K) we assign the intermediate extension
K ⊂ LH ⊂ L of H-invariants. Reciprocally to each intermediate extension
K ⊂ F ⊂ L we assign the subgroup Gal(L/F) ⊂ Gal(L/K) of automorphisms
of L that are differential F -algebra automorphism. The Galois correspondence
between closed subgroups and intermediate extensions is first shown by Kolchin
(see [18] and [19]).
Theorem 3.23 The maps
H 7→ LH ⊂ L
from group subschemes of Gal(L/K) to intermediate differential extensions and
F 7→ Gal(L/F) ⊂ Gal(L/K)
from intermediate differential extensions subgroup schemes, are bijective and
inverse each other. The extension K ⊂ F is strongly normal if and only if
Gal(L/F) is a normal subgroup of Gal(L/K). In such case Gal(F/K) is iso-
morphic to the quotient Gal(L/K)/Gal(L/F).
3.12 Lie Extensions
The algebraic differential approach to Lie-Vessiot systems, in terms of differen-
tial fields, was initiated by K. Nishioka [31]. He relates the differential extensions
generated by solutions of a Lie-Vessiot system with algebraic dependence on ini-
tial conditions ; a concept introduced by H. Umemura [40] in relation with the
analysis of Painleve´ differential equations. He also introduces the notion of Lie
extension, a differential field extension that carry the infinitesimal structure of
a Lie-Vessiot system. Here we review some of his results, in order to relate them
with the Galois theory of automorphic systems. Consider a differential field K
of characteristic zero with algebraically closed constant field C. Any considered
differential extension of K is a subfield of certain fixed universal extension of K.
Definition 3.24 We say that a differential extension K ⊂ R depends rationally
on arbitrary constants if there exist a differential field extension K ⊂ M such
that R and M are free over K and R ·M =M· CR·M.
For a differential extension K ⊂ L denote DerK(L) the space of derivations
of L that vanish over K. This space is a K-Lie algebra.
Definition 3.25 We say that a differential extension K ⊂ L is a Lie extension
if C = CL, there exists a C-Lie sub algebra g ⊂ DerK(L) such that [∂, g] ⊂ Kg,
and Lg = DerK(L).
Theorem 3.26 ([31]) Suppose that K is algebraically closed. Then every inter-
mediate differential field of a strongly normal extension of K is a Lie extension.
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3.13 Schemes with Derivation
In this section we present some facts of the theory of schemes with deriva-
tions. This is mainly the point of view of [7]. However we consider only regular
derivations whereas A. Buium considers the more general case of meromorphic
derivations. Our purpose is to relate schemes with derivations to differential
schemes. Note that the regularity of the derivation is essential to Theorem 3.28
below; hence it does not hold under Buium’s definition.
Let X be a scheme. A derivation ∂X of the structure sheaf OX is a law that
assigns to each open subset U ⊂ X a derivation ∂X(U) of the ring OX(U). This
law is assumed to be compatible with restriction morphisms.
Definition 3.27 A scheme with derivation is a pair (X, ∂X) consisting of a
scheme X and a derivation ∂X of the structure sheaf OX .
Thus, a scheme with derivation is a scheme such that its structure sheaf is a
sheaf of differential rings. A morphism of schemes with derivation is a scheme
morphism such that induces a morphism of sheaves of differential rings.
Let K be a differential field. A K-scheme with derivation is a scheme with
derivation (X, ∂) together with a morphism (X, ∂) → (Spec(K), ∂). Thus, the
structure sheaf of X is a sheaf of differential K-algebras.
Let (X, ∂X), (Y, ∂Y ) be two K-schemes with derivation. Then the direct
product X ×K Y admits the derivation ∂X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ∂Y . Then,
(X ×K Y, ∂X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ∂Y )
is the direct product of (X, ∂X) and (Y, ∂Y ) in the category of schemes with
derivation.
3.14 Differential Schemes and Schemes with Derivation
Theorem 3.28 Given a scheme with derivation (X, ∂) there exist a unique
topological subspace X ′ ⊂ X verifying
(1) X ′ endowed with the structure sheaf OX |X′ and the derivation ∂|X′ is a
differential scheme. This differential scheme will be denoted Diff(X, ∂).
(2) For each open affine subset U ⊂ X, U ∩X ′ ≃ DiffSpec(OX(U), ∂).
Furthermore, each morphism of schemes with derivation (X, ∂X) → (Y, ∂Y )
induces a morphism of differential schemes Diff(X, ∂X) → Diff(Y, ∂Y ). The
assignation (X, ∂) Diff(X, ∂) is functorial.
Proof. If X is an affine scheme then the theorem holds, and
X ′ = DiffSpec(OX(X)).
Let us consider the non-affine case. Let (X, ∂X) be an scheme with deriva-
tion, and let {Ui}i∈Λ be a covering of X by affine subsets. The ring of sections
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OX(Ui) is a differential ring for al i ∈ Λ, and its spectrum Spec(O(Ui)) is
canonically isomorphic to Ui.
For each i ∈ Λ we take take U ′i the differential spectrum DiffSpec(OX(Ui)),
which is a topological subspace of Ui. Then U
′
i ⊂ Ui ⊂ X . Let us define
X ′ =
⋃
i∈Λ U
′
i . Thus, X
′ is a locally differential ringed space with the sheaf
OX |X′ .
Let us prove that X ′ is a differential scheme.
First, let us prove that Ui∩X ′ = U ′i . By construction we have, U ′i ⊂ Ui∩X ′.
Let us consider x ∈ Ui ∩X ′. It means that for certain j ∈ Λ, x ∈ Ui ∩ Uj, and
x ∈ U ′j ⊂ Uj . Let us consider an affine neighborhood Ux of x contained in
such intersection. Because the inclusion Ux → Uj, we have that x ∈ U ′x =
DiffSpec(OX(Ux)). Then we have inclusions and restriction as follows:
Ux //
  A
AA
AA
AA
Ui
Uj
OX(Ux) OX(Ui)oo
OX(Uj)
eeKKKKKKKKKK
U ′x
//
@
@@
@@
@@
U ′i
U ′j
We conclude that x ∈ U ′i .
Secondly, let us prove that for any affine subset U , the intersection U ∩X ′ is
an affine differential scheme DiffSpec(OX(U)). Let U be an affine subset, and
let us denote U ′ the differential spectrum DiffSpec(OX(U)) that we consider as
a subset of U . Let us consider x ∈ U ′. Then, for certain i ∈ Λ, x ∈ U ∩Ui. Let
Ux be an affine neighborhood of x such that Ux ⊂ U ∩ Ui. Denote by U ′x the
differential spectrum of OX(Ux). We have that U ′x ⊂ U ′i , and then x ∈ U ∩X ′.
Reciprocally let us consider x ∈ U ∩X ′. Then for certain i ∈ Λ we have x ∈ U ′i .
By the same argument, we have that x ∈ U is a prime differential ideal of
OX(U).
The derivation ∂ induces derivations on the structure sheaf of U ∩X for each
affine open subset U ⊂ X . Then, it induce a derivation ∂ : OX′ → OX′ and
Diff(X, ∂) = (X ′,OX |X′ , ∂|X′) is a differential scheme.
Finally, let us consider f : (X, ∂X) → (Y, ∂Y ) a morphism of schemes with
derivation. If we assume that they are both affine schemes, then the theorem
holds. In the general case, we cover Y by affine subsets {Ui}i∈Λ, and each fiber
f−1(Ui) by affine subsets {Vij}i∈Λ,j∈Π. Then f is induced by the family of
differential ring morphisms
f ♯ij : OY (Uj)→ OX(Vij).
These morphisms induce morphisms,
f ′ij : V
′
ij → U ′i ,
of locally differential ringed spaces which coincide on the intersections, and then
they induce a unique morphism,
f ′ : X ′ → Y ′.

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Definition 3.29 Let (X, ∂) be an scheme with derivation. We will say that
x ∈ X is a differential point if x ∈ Diff(X, ∂).
Corollary 3.30 Let us consider (X, ∂) an scheme with derivation, and x a
point of X. Then; the following are equivalent:
(a) x ∈ X is a differential point.
(b) For each affine neighborhood U , x correspond to a differential ideal of
OX(U).
(c) The maximal ideal mx of the local ring OX,x is a differential ideal.
(d) The derivation ∂ induces a structure of differential field in quotient field
κ(x).
(e) The derivation ∂ restricts to the Zariski closure of x.
3.15 Split of Schemes with Derivation
Let Z be a scheme provided with the zero derivation. Then we will write Z
instead of the pair (Z, 0). Consider a differential field K and let C be its field of
constants.
Definition 3.31 We say that a K-scheme with derivation (X, ∂) splits, if there
is a C-scheme Y , and an isomorphism
φ : (X, ∂)
∼−→ Y ×C (Spec(K), ∂),
φ is called a splitting isomorphism for (X, ∂).
Definition 3.32 The space of constants Const(X, ∂) is locally ringed space de-
fined as follows: it is the topological subspace of differential points of X, endowed
with restriction of the sheaf of constant regular functions.
Proposition 3.33 Suppose (X, ∂) is Keigher, then
Const(X, ∂) = Const(Diff(X, ∂)).
Proof. As topological subspaces of X they coincide by construction. Let X ′ =
Diff(X, ∂). If X is Keigher then OX′(U) = lim →
U⊆V
OX(V ) (see [9]). And
because of that we have,
C
(
lim
→
U⊆V
OX(V )
)
= lim
→
U⊆V
COX (V ),
and we finish. 
Definition 3.34 (X, ∂) is almost-constant if Const(X, ∂) is a scheme.
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Proposition 3.35 If (X, ∂) splits, then Diff(X, ∂) splits. If (X, ∂) is reduced
and split, then it is almost-constant and
(X, ∂)
∼−→ Const(X, ∂)×C (Spec(K), ∂).
Proof. Let us consider the splitting isomorphism (X, ∂)→ Y ×C (Spec(K), ∂).
It is clear that Diff(Y×C(Spec(K), ∂)) = Y×CDiffSpec(K). Then the above split-
ting isomorphism induces the splitting isomorphism of the differential scheme
Diff(X, ∂). If X is reduced, then Diff(X, ∂) is also reduced, and then we apply
Proposition 3.21. 
4 Galois theory of Algebraic Lie-Vessiot Sys-
tems
In this chapter we discuss the Galois theory of Lie-Vessiot systems on algebraic
homogeneous spaces. The field of functions of the independent variable is here a
differential field K of characteristic zero and with a field of constants C that we
assume to be algebraically closed. We modelize algebraic Lie-Vessiot systems
with coefficients in K as certain K-schemes with derivation. We study the
general solution of algebraic Lie-Vessiot systems. It means that we study the
differential extensions of K that allow us to split the Lie-Vessiot system, and
the associated automorphic system. We find that they are strongly normal
extensions in the sense of Kolchin [18], and then we can apply Kovacic’s approach
to Kolchin’s differential Galois theory. In fact, the Galois theory presented
here should be seen as a generalization of the classical Picard-Vessiot theory,
obtained by replacing the general linear group by an arbitrary algebraic group.
However, the particular case of Picard-Vessiot theory contains all obstructions to
solvability, because the non-linear part of an algebraic group over C is an abelian
variety: abelian groups do not give obstruction to integration by quadratures.
4.1 Differential Algebraic Dynamical Systems
Here we establish a parallelism between dynamical systems and differential al-
gebraic terminology. From now on let us consider a differential field K, and
C its field of constants. We assume that C is algebraically closed and of char-
acteristic zero. We modelize non-autonomous dynamical systemas as schemes
with derivation. The phase space is an algebraic variety M over the constant
field C, and the extended phase space is MK =M ×C Spec(K). Therefore, non-
autonomous dynamical system on M with coefficients in K is a derivation on
MK.
Definition 4.1 A differential algebraic dynamical system is a K-scheme with
derivation (M,∂M ) such that M is an algebraic variety over K. We say that
(M,∂M ) is non-autonomous if K is a non-constant differential field.
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There is a huge class of dynamical systems that can be seen as differen-
tial algebraic dynamical systems, as polynomial or meromorphic vector fields.
It includes Lie-Vessiot systems in algebraic homogeneous spaces, hence it also
includes systems of linear differential equations. Furthermore, a differential al-
gebraic study of a dynamical system is suitable in the most general case, but
results depend on the choice of an adequate differential field K.
For a differential algebraic dynamical system (M,∂M ) we have the associated
differential scheme Diff(M,∂M ). As a topological space this differential scheme
is the set of all irreducible algebraic invariant subsets of the dynamical system.
By algebraic, we mean that they are objects defined by algebraic equations with
coefficients in K.
Let us recall that for a K-algebra L we denote by M(L) the set of L-points
of M . This sets consist of all the morphisms of K-schemes from Spec(L) to M ,
or equivalently, of all the rational points of the extended scheme
ML =M ×K SpecL.
Definition 4.2 Let (M,∂M ) be a K-scheme with derivation. We call rational
solution of (M,∂M ) any rational differential point x ∈ Diff(M,∂M ). Let us
consider a differential extension K ⊂ L. A solution with coefficients in L is an
L-point x ∈M(L) such that the morphism
x : (Spec(L), ∂)→ (M,∂M ),
is a morphism of schemes with derivation. In such a case the image x(0) = x
of the ideal (0) ⊂ L by x is a differential point x ∈ Diff(M,∂M ) and its quotient
field κ(x) is an intermediate extension,
K ⊂ κ(x) ⊂ L,
we say that κ(x) is the differential field generated by x ∈M(L).
As in classical algebraic geometry, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between solutions with coefficients in L of (M,∂M ) and rational solutions of
the differential algebraic dynamical system after a base change, (M,∂M ) ×K
(Spec(L), ∂).
Definition 4.3 Let us consider two differential algebraic dynamical systems
over K, (M,∂) and (N, ∂). We say that (M,∂) reduces to (N, ∂) if there is an
algebraic variety Z over C and,
(M,∂) = (N, ∂)×C Z.
The notion of reduction is a generalization of the notion of split. In partic-
ular, to split means reduction to (Spec(K), ∂).
Given a differential algebraic dynamical system; what does it mean to inte-
grate the dynamical system? As algebraists, we shall use this term for writing
down the general solution of the dynamical system by terms of known oper-
ations, mainly algebraic operations and quadratures. However, in the general
context of dynamical systems there is not a general definition for integrability.
We are tempted to say that integrability is equivalent to split. Notwithstand-
ing, there are several situations in which the general solution can be given, but
there is not a situation of split. For example, algebraically completely integrable
Hamiltonian systems [1]. In such cases the flux is tangent to a global lagrangian
bundle, and the generic fibers of this bundle are affine subsets of abelian vari-
eties. It allows us to write down the global solution by terms of Riemann theta
functions and Jacobi’s inversion problem. However, this general solution can
not be expressed in terms of the splitting of a scheme with derivation.
Split is the differential algebraic equivalent to Lie’s canonical form of a
vector field. The scheme with derivation Z ×C (Spec(K), ∂) should be seen as
an extended phase space, and ∂ as the derivative with respect to the time
parameter. The splitting morphism,
(M,∂)→ Z ×C (Spec(K), ∂),
can be seen as Lie’s canonical form, usually referred to, in dynamical system
argot, as the flux box reduction. Then Z is simultaneously the algebraic variety
of initial conditions, and the space of global solutions of the dynamical system.
Our conclusion is that the split differential algebraic dynamical systems are
characterized by following the property: its space of solutions is parameterized
by a scheme over the constants.
In the context of algebraic Lie-Vessiot systems we will see that algebraic
solvability of the problem, is equivalent to the notion of split (Theorem 4.19).
And then, this notion plays a fundamental role in our theory. We will see that
generically, a Lie-Vessiot equation does not split. If we want to solve it, then we
need to admit some new functions by means of a differential extension of K ⊂ L.
Thus, the dynamical system splits after a base change to L. The Galois theory
will provide us with the techniques for obtaining such extensions and studying
their algebraic properties (Proposition 4.24).
4.2 Algebraic Lie-Vessiot Systems
From now on we will consider a fixed characteristic zero differential field K
whose field of constants C is algebraically closed. Let G be a C-algebraic group,
and M a faithful homogeneous G-space.
Definition 4.4 A non-autonomous algebraic vector field ~X in M with coeffi-
cients in K is an element of the vector space X(M)⊗C K.
A non-autonomous algebraic vector field ~X in M is written in the form,
~X =
s∑
i=1
fi ~Xi,
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for certain elements fi ∈ K and ~Xi ∈ X(M). We define the derivation ∂ ~X
associated to ~X as the following derivation of the extended scheme MK:
∂ ~X : K ⊗C OM → K⊗C OM , a⊗ f 7→ ∂a⊗ f +
s∑
i=1
(afi ⊗ ~Xif).
Definition 4.5 A non-autonomous algebraic vector field ~X in M with coeffi-
cients in K is called a Lie-Vessiot vector field if belongs to R(G,M)⊗C K. The
differential algebraic dynamical system (MK, ∂ ~X) is called a Lie-Vessiot system
in M with coefficients in K.
The group G is, in particular, a faithful homogeneous G-space. Let us recall
that the Lie algebra of fundamental fields on the group G coincides with the Lie
algebra of right invariant vector field R(G). Then, a Lie-Vessiot vector field in
G with coefficients in K is an element of R(G) ⊗C K.
Definition 4.6 We call automorphic vector fields to the Lie-Vessiot vector
fields in G. An automorphic vector field ~A in G with coefficients in K is an
element of R(G) ⊗C K.
The canonical isomorphism between R(G) and R(G,M) allows us to trans-
late Lie-Vessiot vector fields in M to automorphic vector fields in G.
Definition 4.7 We call automorphic system associated to (M,∂ ~X) to the Lie-
Vessiot system (GK, ∂ ~A), where
~A is the automorphic vector field whose corre-
sponding Lie-Vessiot vector field in M is ~X.
From now on let ~X be a Lie-Vessiot vector field in M , with coefficients in
K, and let ~A be the associated automorphic vector field in G.
4.3 Logarithmic Derivative
A K-point of the algebraic group G has coefficients in a differential field, so that
it can be differentiated. The derivative of a K-point of G gives a tangent vector
at a K-point of GK. If we translate this tangent vector to a right invariant vector
field, we obtain the logarithmic derivative. In order to do so we identify system-
atically the Lie algebra R(G) with the tangent space TeG = DerC(OG,e, C). It is
also important to remark that the tangent space is compatible with extensions
of the base field in the following way:
R(G) ⊗C K ∼−→ Te(GK) = DerK(OGK,e,K).
In classical algebraic geometry it is assumed that derivations of Te(GK) vanish
on K. However, automorphic systems are by definition compatible with the
derivation ∂ of K. Thus, the restriction of an automorphic vector field ∂ ~A
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to e ∈ GK is not a tangent vector of Te(GK): it is shifted by ∂. We have
identifications of K-vector spaces:
R(G) ⊗C K ∼ // R(G) ⊗C K + ∂ −∂ // Te(GK)
~A // ∂ ~A = ∂ +
~A // ~Ae
Let us consider σ ∈ G(K) and the canonical morphism σ♯ of taking values
in σ:
σ♯ : OGK,σ → K, f 7→ f(σ).
Let us remember that there is a canonical form of extension of the derivation
∂ in K to a derivation in GK. We consider the direct product G×C (Spec(K), ∂)
in the category of schemes with derivation. By abuse of notation we denote by ∂
this canonical derivation in GK. By construction we have that (GK, ∂) splits –
the identity is the splitting morphism – and Const(GK, ∂) = G. Let us consider
the following non-commutative diagram,
OGK,σ σ
♯
//
∂

K
∂
OGK,σ σ
♯
// K
. (4.1)
Lemma 4.8 The commutator σ′ = [∂, σ♯] of the diagram (4.1) is a derivation
vanishing on K, and then σ′ belong to the tangent space Tσ(GK) (id est, the
space of derivations DerK(OGK,σ,K)).
Proof. [∂, σ♯] is the difference between two derivations, and then it is a deriva-
tion. Let us consider f ∈ K ⊂ OGKσ, then σ′(f) = ∂f − ∂f = 0. 
If σ is a geometric point of GK, then Rσ−1 is a automorphism of GK sending
σ to e. It induces an isomorphism between the ring of germs OGK,σ and OGK,e,
and then an isomorphisms between the corresponding spaces of derivations:
Tσ(GK)
R′
σ−1 // Te(GK) ≃ R(G) ⊗C K
Definition 4.9 Let σ be a geometric point of GK; we call logarithmic deriva-
tive of σ, l∂(σ), to the automorphic vector fiel R′
σ−1
([∂, σ♯]). The logarithmic
derivative is then a map:
l∂ : G(K)→R(G) ⊗C K.
Proposition 4.10 Properties of logarithmic derivative:
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(1) Logarithmic derivative is functorial in K; for each differential extension
K ⊂ L we have a commutative diagram:
G(K) //

R(G)⊗C K

G(L) // R(G) ⊗C L
(2) Let us consider σ and τ in G(K):
l∂(στ) = l∂(σ) + Adjσ(l∂(τ))
(3) Let us consider σ ∈ G(K):
l∂(σ−1) = −Adjσ(l∂(σ)).
Proof. (1) comes directly from the differential field extension, (2) comes from
the right invariance, and (3) is corollary to (2). 
4.4 Automorphic Equation
Theorem 4.11 Let us consider K ⊂ L a differential extension. Then σ ∈ G(L)
is a solution of the differential algebraic dynamical system (GK, ∂ ~A) if and only
if l∂(σ) = ~A.
Proof. Let us consider σ ∈ G(L), and let ~B be its logarithmic derivative. The
space R(G)⊗C L is canonically identified with the Lie algebra of right invariant
vector fields on the base extended L-algebraic group GL:
R(G)⊗C L = R(GL).
By this identification, the automorphic vector field ~B is seen as a derivation
~B of the structure sheaf OGL . The germ ~B(σ) at σ of ~B is a derivation of the
ring OGL,σ. The composition with σ♯ give us the tangent vector ~Bσ ∈ Tσ(GL):
OGK,σ
~B(σ) //
~Bσ ))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
OGK,σ
σ♯
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
K
The value of ~B at the identity point is, by definition, l∂(σ). Since ~B is a
right invariant vector field we have l∂(σ) = R′
σ−1
(Bσ) = σ
♯ ◦ ~B(σ) ◦R♯σ−1 hence
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~Bσ is equal to the commutator [∂, σ
♯] of Definition 4.9. Then, ~B(σ) is the defect
of the diagram (4.1); therefore the following diagram commutes:
OGK,σ σ
♯
//
∂+~B(σ)

K
∂
OGK,σ σ
♯
// K
.
Furthermore, ~B is determined by the commutator ~Bσ = [∂, σ
♯] and then it is
unique right invariant vector field in GL that forces the diagram to commute.
Let us note that the commutation of the above diagram holds if and only if
the kernel mσ of σ
♯ is a differential ideal. Then ~B is the unique right invariant
vector field in GL such that the maximal ideal mσ is a differential ideal. Let
us note also that, this derivation ∂ + ~Bσ is the germ in σ of the automorphic
derivation
∂~B = ∂ +
~B,
we conclude that ~B, the logarithmic derivative of σ, is the unique element of
R(G)⊗C L such that σ is a differential point of (GL, ∂~B). 
Because of that we can substitute the automorphic system ~A, for the so-
called automorphic equation:
l∂(x) = ~A (4.2)
4.5 Solving Lie-Vessiot Systems
Definition 4.12 Let us consider σ ∈ G(K). We call gauge transformation
induced by σ to the left translation Lσ : GK → GK.
Lemma 4.13 (GK, ∂ ~A) splits if and only if the automorphic equation (4.2) has
at least one solution in G(K).
Proof. Assume (GK, ∂ ~A) splits. Let us consider the splitting isomorphism
ψ : (GK, ∂ ~A)→ Z ×C (Spec(K), ∂).
Let x be a C-rational point of Z. Let us denote by xK the corresponding K-point
of GK obtained after the extension of the base field. Thus, ψ
−1(xK) is a solution
of (4.2). Reciprocally, let us assume that there exists a solution σ of (4.2) in
G(K). Let us consider the gauge transformation:
Lσ−1 : GK → GK.
It applies σ onto the identity element e ∈ GK. But the logarithmic derivative
l∂(e) vanishes, so that Lσ−1 transforms ∂ ~A into the canonical derivation ∂. We
conclude that Lσ−1 is an splitting isomorphism. 
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Lemma 4.14 Assume that (GK, ∂ ~A) splits. In such case we can choose the
splitting isomorphism between the gauge transformations of GK. This gauge
transformation induces the split of any associated Lie-Vessiot system (MK, ∂ ~X).
Proof. We use the same argument as above. If it splits,
s : (GK, ∂ ~A)→ G×C (Spec(K), ∂) = (G, ∂),
then the preimage of the identity element s−1(e) = σ is a solution of the auto-
morphic system. So that the gauge transformation Lσ−1 : σ 7→ e maps solutions
of (GK, ∂ ~A) to solutions of (GK, ∂) and it is an splitting isomorphism. For any
associated Lie-Vessiot system (MK, ∂ ~X), and any point x0 ∈M(C) we have that
Lσ(x0) is a solution of (MK, ∂ ~X). So that Lσ sends solutions of the canonical
derivation ∂ to solutions of ∂ ~X . Thus, its inverse Lσ−1 is an splitting isomor-
phism for (MK, ∂ ~X). 
Lemma 4.15 Let Z be a C-algebraic variety and (ZK, ~D) a non-autonomous
differential algebraic dynamical system over K. If (ZK, ~D) splits then (ZK, ~D)
is almost-constant and Const(ZK, ~D) ≃ Z.
Proof. Assume that (ZK, ~D) splits. It implies that there exist an C-scheme Y ,
such that ZK = Y ×C Spec(K). We have that ZK ≃ YK, and then Z ≃ Y . 
Lemma 4.16 Let Z be a reduced C-scheme. There is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between closed subschemes of Z and closed subschemes with derivation of
(ZK, ∂) = Z ×C (Spec(K), ∂).
Proof. First, let us consider the affine case. Assume Z = SpecR for a C-algebra
R. The ring of constants CR⊗CK is R itself. It follows that Const(ZK, ∂) = Z.
It is clear that R⊗C K is an almost-constant ring: each radical differential ideal
is generated by constants. Because of that there is an one-to-one correspondence
between radical ideals of R and radical differential ideals of K.
In the non-affine case, let us consider Y a closed sub-C-scheme of Z. The
canonical immersion (YK, ∂) ⊂ (ZK, ∂) identifies Y with a closed sub-K-scheme
with derivation of (ZK, ∂). Reciprocally, let (Y˜ , ∂|Y˜ ) be a closed sub-K-scheme
with derivation of (ZK, ∂). Let us consider {Ui}i∈Λ an affine covering of Z. The
collection {Vi}i∈Λ with Vi = Ui ×C K is then an affine covering of ZK. Each
intersection Y˜i = Y˜ |Vi is an affine closed sub-K-scheme of Vi. We are in the
affine case: by the above argument there are closed sub-C-schemes Yi ⊂ Ui such
that (Y˜i, ∂|Y˜i) = Yi ×C (Spec(K), ∂). This family defines a covering of a closed
sub-C-scheme Y = ⋃i∈Λ Yi of Z. 
Lemma 4.17 Let Z be a C-algebraic variety and (ZK, ~D) a non autonomous
algebraic dynamical system over K. Let Y ⊂ Z a locally closed subvariety,
and assume that ~D is tangent to Y , so that (YK, ~D|Y ) is a sub-K-scheme with
derivation. If (ZK, ~D) splits then (YK, ~D|Y ) splits.
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Proof. By substituting Z for certain open subset we can assume that Y is
closed. Let us consider the splitting isomorphism,
ψ : (ZK, ~D)→ Z ×C (Spec(K), ∂).
The image ψ(YK, ~D|Y ) is a locally closed subscheme with derivation of Z ×C
(Spec(K), ∂). By Lemma 4.16 it splits. 
Lemma 4.18 Assume that the action of G on M is faithful. Then (GK, ∂ ~A)
splits if and only if (MK, ∂ ~X) splits.
Proof. Lemma 4.14 says that if (GK, ∂ ~A) splits, then (MK, ∂ ~X) splits. Re-
ciprocally, let us assume that (MK, ∂ ~X) splits. For each positive number r we
consider the natural lifting to the cartesian power (M rK, ∂
r
~X
). The splitting of
(MK, ∂ ~X) induces the splitting of those cartesian powers differential algebraic
dynamical system (M rK, ∂
r
~X
). For r big enough there is a point x ∈ M r such
that its orbit Ox is a principal homogeneous space isomorphic to G. Then
(Ox,K, ∂ ~X) is a locally closed sub-K-scheme with derivation of (M rK, ∂r~X). By
Lemma 4.17 it splits. We also know that (Ox,K, ∂ ~X) is isomorphic to (GK, ∂ ~A).
Finally, (GK, ∂ ~A) splits. 
Theorem 4.19 Assume that the action of G on M is faithful. Then the fol-
lowing are equivalent.
(1) The automorphic equation (4.2) has a solution in G(K)
(2) (GK, ∂ ~A) splits.
(3) There is a gauge transformation of GK sending ~A to 0.
(4) (MK, ∂ ~X) splits.
(5) (GK, ∂ ~A) splits, is almost-constant, and Const(GK, ∂ ~A) ≃ G.
(6) (MK, ∂ ~A) splits, is almost-constant, and Const(MK, ∂ ~X) ≃M .
Proof. Equivalence between (1) and (2) comes from Lemma 4.13. Equivalence
between (2) and (3) comes from Lemma 4.14. (2) and (4) are equivalent by
Lemma 4.18. By Lemma 4.15, they all imply (5) and (6). 
4.6 Splitting Field of an Automorphic System
Note that a differential extension K ⊂ L, induces a canonical inclusion,
R(G,M)⊗C K ⊂ R(G,M)⊗C L;
so that a Lie-Vessiot vector field with coefficients in K is a particular case of a
Lie-Vessiot vector field with coefficients in L. So that if (MK, ∂ ~X) is a Lie-Vessiot
system, then (ML, ∂ ~X) makes sense.
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Definition 4.20 We say that a differential extension K ⊂ L is a splitting ex-
tension for (MK, ∂ ~X) if (ML, ∂ ~X) splits.
From theorem 4.19, we know that K ⊂ L is a splitting extension of (MK, ∂ ~X)
if and only it is a splitting extension of (GK, ∂ ~A). Then we will center our
attention in the automorphic vector field ~A.
4.7 Action of G(C) on GK
For each σ ∈ G(C), Rσ is an automorphism of GK. The composition law is an
action of G on GK by the right side,
GK ×C G→ GK.
The vector field ~A is right invariant, so that we expect the differential points of
(GK, ∂ ~A) to be invariant under right translations. In fact, the above morphism
is a morphism of schemes with derivation,
(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ (GK, ∂ ~A).
We apply the functor Diff, and then we obtain an action of the C-algebraic group
G on the differential scheme Diff(GK, ∂ ~A),
Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A).
Assume that (GK, ∂ ~A) split. In such case, when we apply the functor Const to
the previous morphism, we obtain a morphism of schemes,
Const(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ Const(GK, ∂ ~A).
Because of the split we already knew that Const(GK, ∂ ~A) is a C-scheme isomor-
phic to G. Furthermore, the above morphism says that the action of G by the
right side on this G-scheme is canonical. We have proven the following:
Lemma 4.21 Assume that (GK, ∂ ~A) splits. Then Const(GK, ∂ ~A) is a principal
G-homogeneous space by the right side.
4.8 Existence and Uniqueness of the Splitting Field
Lemma 4.22 There is a differential point x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) which is closed in
the Kolchin topology.
Proof. Let us consider the generic point p0 ∈ GK. In particular it is a differ-
ential point p0 ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A). If p0 is Kolchin closed, then we finish and the
result holds. If not, then the Kolchin closure of p0 contains a differential point
point p1 such that p0 specializes on it p0 → p1. We continue this process with
p1. As GK is an algebraic variety, and then a noetherian scheme, this process
finish in a finite number of steps and lead us to a Kolchin closed point. 
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Lemma 4.23 Let x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) be a closed differential point. Then its field
of quotients κ(x) is a differential extension of K with the same field of constants;
Cκ(x) = C.
Proof. Reasoning by reductio ad absurdum let us assume that there exists
c ∈ Cκ(x) not in C. Let us consider an affine open neighborhood U of x and denote
by A its ring of regular functions. We identify x with a maximal differential ideal
x ⊂ A. Denote by B the quotient ring A/x. B is a differential subring of the
differential field κ(x). By Lemma 3.5 there exist b ∈ B such that the ring
constants CBb – of the localized ring Bb – is a finitely generated C-algebra. By
reducing our original neighborhood U – removing the zeros of b – we can assume
that b is invertible and then the localized ring Bb is just B. CB is a non-trivial
finitely generated C-algebra over C, because it contains an element c not in C.
So that there is a non-invertible element c2 ∈ CB . The principal ideal (c2) is
a non trivial differential ideal in B. Let us consider a regular function a2 such
that a2(x) = c2. Then ∂ ~Aa2 ∈ x and (a, x) is a non-trivial differential ideal of A
strictly containing x. We arrive to contradiction with the maximality of x. 
Proposition 4.24 Let x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) be a closed point. Then K ⊂ κ(x) is a
splitting extension of (GK, ~A).
Proof. Let x be a closed point. Then the canonical morphism x♯ of taking values
in x, x♯ : OGK,x → κ(x) is a morphism of differential rings. Let U be an affine
neighborhood of the image of π(x) by the canonical projection π : GK → G. By
composition we construct a morphism Spec(κ(x))→ U ,
OG(U) σ
♯
//
π♯

κ(x)
OGK,x
x
♯
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.
The morphism σ♯ is the dual of a morphisms σ from Spec(κ(σ)) to U . In other
words, σ is a point of G(κ(x)). We consider σ as a rational differential point of
(Gκ(x), ∂ ~A), and then it is a solution of the automorphic equation. By Lemma
4.13, (Gκ(x), ∂ ~A) splits. 
Definition 4.25 We say that σ, as defined in the above proof, is the funda-
mental solution of ~A associated with the closed differential point x.
Let us consider the action of G on GK by right translations. The derivation
∂ ~A is invariant by right translations, and then it is a morphism of schemes with
derivation:
(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ (GK, ∂ ~A)
We apply the functor Diff, thus we obtain a morphism of differential schemes
which is an algebraic action of G on the set of differential points.
Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
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Proposition 4.26 The action of G(C) on the set of closed points of Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
is transitive.
Proof. Let us consider a Kolchin closed point x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A). Let L be
the rational field of x. It is an splitting field for (GK, ∂ ~A). We have that
(GL, ∂ ~A) splits, hence Diff(GL, ∂ ~A) is an almost-constant differential scheme.
Thus Diff(GL, ∂ ~A) is homeomorphic to the principal homogeneousG-space Const(GL, ∂ ~A).
The differential extension K ⊂ L induces a commutative diagram of schemes
with derivation,
(GL, ∂ ~A)×C G //

(GL, ∂ ~A)
π1

(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G // (GK, ∂ ~A)
and thus, a commutative diagram of differential schemes,
Diff(GL, ∂ ~A)×C G //

Diff(GL, ∂ ~A)
π2

Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G // Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
.
Let s be a Kolchin closed point of Diff(GK, ∂ ~A). The projection π2 of the above
diagram is exhaustive. Consider any p ∈ π−12 (s), and let us consider a Kolchin
closed point x in the closure {p}. Thus, π2(x) is in the closure {s}. As s is a
Kolchin closed point we know that π2(x) = s. Hence, there is a Kolchin closed
point x ∈ Diff(GL, ∂ ~A) such that π2(x) = s.
Consider two Kolchin closed points s, y ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A). Because of the
above argument there are two Kolchin closed points x, y ∈ Diff(GL, ∂ ~A) such
that π2(x) = s and π2(y) = y. The set of Kolchin closed points of Diff(GL, ∂ ~A) is
a G(C)-homogeneous space in the set theoretical sense. Then there is σ ∈ G(C)
such that x ·σ = y, and by the commutativity of the diagram we have s ·σ = y.

Corollary 4.27 Let x and y be two closed points of Diff(GK, ∂ ~A). Then there
exists an invertible K-isomorphism of differential fields κ(x) ≃ κ(y).
Proof. There is a closed point σ ∈ G, such that x · σ = y. Then
Rσ : (GK, ∂ ~A)→ (GK, ∂ ~A)
is an automorphism that maps x to y. Then it induces an invertibleK-isomorphism
R♯σ : κ(y)→ κ(x).

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Definition 4.28 For each closed point x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) we say that the differ-
ential extension K ⊂ κ(x) is a Galois extension associated to the non-autonomous
differential algebraic dynamical system (GK, ∂ ~A).
Notation. As we have proven, all Galois extensions associated to (GK, ∂ ~A)
are isomorphic. From now on let us choose a closed point x and denote by K ⊂ L
its corresponding Galois extension.
Proposition 4.29 A Galois extension is a minimal splitting extension for (GK, ∂ ~A)
in the following sense: If K ⊂ S is any splitting extension for (GK, ∂ ~A) then
there is a K-isomorphism of differential fields L →֒ S.
Proof. If K ⊂ S is an splitting extension, then (GS , ∂ ~A) splits. Hence, for
each Kolchin closed differential point x ∈ Diff(GS , ∂ ~A) the rational field of x
is S. Let us consider the natural projection π : (GS , ∂ ~A) → (GK, ∂ ~A). We can
choose a Kolchin closed point x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) such that π(x) = x. We have
a morphism of K-differential algebras between the corresponding rational fields
π♯ : L → S. 
Example 4.30 (Picard-Vessiot extensions) Let us consider system of n lin-
ear differential equations
∂x = Ax, A ∈ gl(n,K),
and let us denote aij for the matrix elements of A. The algebraic construction
of the Picard-Vessiot extension is done as follows (cf. [19] and [41]):
Let us consider the algebra K[uij ,∆], being ∆ = |uij |−1 the inverse of the
determinant. Note that it is the algebra of regular functions on the affine group
GL(n,K). If is an affine group, and then it is isomorphic to the spectrum
GL(n,K) = Spec(K[uij ,∆]).
We define the following derivation,
∂ ~Auij =
n∑
k=1
aikujk,
that gives to K[uij ,∆] the structure of differential K-algebra, and to (GL(n,K), ∂ ~A)
the structure of automorphic system. The set of Kolchin closed differential
points od Diff(GL(n,K), ∂ ~A) is the set of maximal differential ideals of R. A
Picard-Vessiot algebra is a quotient algebra K ⊂ K[uij ,∆]/m, and a Picard-
Vessiot extension is a rational differential field K ⊂ κ(m). It is self-evident that
the Picard-Vessiot extension is the particular case of Galois extension when the
considered group is the general linear group.
Lemma 4.31 Let K ⊂ S be a splitting extension. The canonical projection
π : Diff(GS , ∂ ~A)→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
is a closed map.
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Proof. It is enough to prove that the projection y = π(y) of a closed point
y ∈ Diff(GS , ∂ ~A) is a closed point. Let us take a closed point z ∈ {y}. Then
π−1(z) is closed and there is a closed point z ∈ π−1(z). Diff(GS , ∂ ~A) is a principal
homogeneous G-space, there is a σ ∈ G(C) such that z ·σ = y, and then z ·σ = y.
G(C) acts transitively in the space of closed points, and z is closed, so that we
have proven that y is closed. In fact y and z are the same differential point. 
Proposition 4.32 Let us consider any intermediate differential extension, K ⊂
F ⊂ S, with K ⊂ S an splitting extension. The projection,
π : Diff(GF , ∂ ~A)→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A),
is a closed map.
Proof. Let us consider the following diagram of projections:
Diff(GS , ∂ ~A)
π1 //
π2
''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
Diff(GF , ∂ ~A)
π
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By Lemma 4.31 π1 and π2 are closed and surjective. Then π is closed. 
Lemma 4.33 Let K ⊂ F ⊂ L be an intermediate differential extension of the
Galois extension of (GK, ∂ ~A), and σ the fundamental solution associated to x.
Let us consider the sequence of base changes,
Diff(GL, ∂ ~A)
π1 // Diff(GF , ∂ ~A)
π2 // Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)
σ // y // x ,
then y is closed in Kolchin topology, κ(y) is the Galois extension L and σ is the
fundamental solution associated with y.
Proof. By Proposition 4.31 π1 is a closed map, so that y is a closed point. The
chain of projections induces a chain of differential extensions κ(x) ⊆ κ(y) ⊆ κ(σ)
but κ(x) = κ(σ), and then we have the equality. 
4.9 Galois Group
Here we give a purely geometrical definition for the Galois group associated to
a Kolchin closed differential point. We prove strong normality of the Galois
extensions, and identify our geometrically-defined Galois group with the group
of automorphisms of the Galois extension. Let us consider the action of G on
Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) shown in Subsection 4.7:
Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)×C G→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A).
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Definition 4.34 Let x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) be a Kolchin closed differential point.
We call Galois group of the system (GK, ∂ ~A) in x to the isotropy subgroup of x
in G by the above action, and denote it by Galx(GK, ∂ ~A).
Proposition 4.35 Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is an algebraic subgroup of G.
Proof. Denote by Hx the Galois group in x. Let us consider the projection π1
from GK to G induced by the extension C ⊂ K. Denote by x the point π1(x),
and let U be an affine neighborhood of x. Then U = G \ Y with Y closed in G.
UK is an affine neighborhood of x in GK. We have that the ring of regular
functions in UK is the tensor product OG(U)⊗CK. We identify x with a maximal
prime differential ideal x ⊂ OG(U) ⊗C K. Let us consider a C-point σ of G.
Then, for each f ∈ OG(U) ⊗C K we have that the right translate R♯σ(f) is in
OG(U · σ−1)⊗C K.
The morphism
π2 : G→ G, σ 7→ Rσ(x),
is algebraic, and let W be the complementary in G of π−12 (Y ),
W = G \ π−12 (Y ),
W is an open subset in G verifying:
(a) for all σ ∈ W (C), x ∈ U ∩ U · σ−1,
(b) Hx ⊂W .
We will prove that the equations of Hx in W are algebraic. Let us consider
W1 an affine open subset in W . Let {ξ1, . . . , ξr} be a system of generators of
OG(W ) as C-algebra. The composition is algebraic,
π3 : U ×C W1 → G, (y, σ) 7→ y · σ,
and it induces a morphism,
π♯3 : OG,x → (OG(U)⊗C O(W1))π−13 (x),
and then for each f ∈ OG,x, π♯3(f) = F (ξ), is a rational function in the ξi
with coefficients in OG,x. We identify x with a prime ideal of OG(U)⊗C K. We
consider a system of generators,
x = (η1, . . . , ηr), ηi ∈ OG(U)⊗C K.
Property (b) says that by the natural inclusion,
j : OG(U)⊗C K → (OG(U)⊗C O(W1))π−13 (x) ⊗C K,
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j(x) spans a non trivial ideal of (OG(U) ⊗C O(W1))π−13 (x) ⊗C K, and then we
have a commutative diagram:
OG(U)⊗C K //

(OG(U)⊗C O(W1))π−13 (x) ⊗C K
π4

κ(x) // (κ(x)⊗C O(W1))π−13 (x)
.
An element σ ∈ W1 stabilizes x if and only if R♯σ(ηi) ∈ x, and this is so if and
only if π4(j(ηi)) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r. Let us consider a basis {eλ}λ∈Λ of κ(x)
over C. For each i, we have a finite sum:
π4(j(ηi)) =
∑
αGiα(ξ)eα∑
β Hiβ(ξ)eβ
,
and then Giα(ξ) ∈ O(W1) are the algebraic equations of Hx in W1. 
Remark 4.36 Let x be a Kolchin closed differential point as above, and H ⊂ G
the Galois group of (GK, ∂ ~A) in x. Then HK = H ×C Spec(K) is the stabilizer
subgroup of {x}, the Zariski closure of x, by the action of composition by the
right side:
GK ×K GK → GK.
However, the morphisms Rσ for σ ∈ HK are not in general morphisms of
schemes with derivation. In the same sense, for any field extension K ⊂ L,
HL ⊂ GL is the stabilizer group of π−1(x), the Zariski closure of the preimage
of x, where π is the natural projection from GL to GK. This means that HL sta-
bilizes the fiber, in the following sense: for each L-point σ ∈ HL, Rσ : GL → GL
induces,
Rσ|π−1(x) : π−1(x)→ π−1(x).
Proposition 4.37 Consider two Kolchin closed differential points x, y in Diff(GK, ∂ ~A).
The groups Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) and Galy(GK, ∂ ~A) are isomorphic conjugated algebraic
subgroups of G.
Proof. The group of C-points of G acts transitively in the set of closed differen-
tial points. Hence, there exists σ ∈ G(C) with x ·σ = y, and then Hx ·σ = σ ·Hy.

Theorem 4.38 The Galois extensions associated to (GK, ∂ ~A) are strongly nor-
mal extensions.
Proof. Let us consider a Galois extension K ⊂ L. Thus, L is the rational field
of certain Kolchin closed differential point that we denote by x. Let us consider
σ ∈ GL the fundamental solution associated to x. We have that σ projects
onto x and the gauge transformation Lσ−1 is a splitting morphism. We define
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the morphism ψ of schemes with derivation trough the following commutative
diagram:
(GL, ∂ ~A)
π // (GK, ∂ ~A)
(GL, ∂) = G×C (Spec(L), ∂)
Lσ
OO
ψ
44hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Denote by H the Galois group in x. We have that (HL, ∂) ⊂ (GL, ∂) is a
closed subscheme with derivation. The group HL is the preimage of H by the
projection from GL to G. By remark 4.36 HL is the stabilizer of the π−1(x)
in GL. It means that for any point z of GL whose projection is addherent to
x and any L-point τ of HL, the right translate z · τ is also addherent to x. In
particular we have that ψ(τ) = x, and then
(HL, ∂) ⊂ ψ−1(x).
Reciprocally, let us consider an L-point τ ∈ ψ−1(x). Therefore π(σ · τ) is ad-
dherent to x. The following diagram is commutative:
GL ×L GL //

GL

GK ×K GK // GK
We deduce that, for any other preimage σ¯ of x by π, the right translated σ¯ · τ
also projects onto {x}. Thus, τ stabilizes π−1(x), so that τ ∈ (HL, ∂). Finally
we have the identity:
ψ−1(x) = (HL, ∂) = H ×C (Spec(L), ∂).
On the other hand we apply the affine stalk formula (Proposition A.4, that
comes from the classical stalk formula, Theorem A.1, in Appendix A) to x. We
obtain the isomorphism:
π−1(x) ≃ (Spec(L ⊗K L), ∂).
From the definition of ψ we know that Lσ gives us an isomorphism between
the fibers π−1(x) and ψ−1(x). This restricted morphism Lσ|(HL,∂) is a splitting
morphism
(Spec(L ⊗K L), ∂) π // {x}
H ×C (Spec(L), ∂)
Lσ|(HL,∂)
OO
ψ
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of the tensor product L⊗K L. All differential point τ ∈ (Spec(L ⊗K L, ∂) must
be be in the preimage of x, because of the maximality of x as differential point
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if GL. If follows that Diff(Spec(L ⊗K L, ∂) = DiffSpec(L ⊗K L). And then, we
obtain an isomorphism
DiffSpec(L ⊗K L)→ H ×C DiffSpec(L),
it follows that K ⊂ L is strongly normal. 
Remark 4.39 Following [22], DiffSpec(L ⊗K L) is the set of admissible K-
isomorphism of L, modulo generic specialization. In the case of a strongly nor-
mal extension K ⊂ L the space of constants Const(DiffSpec(L ⊗K L)) is an
algebraic group and its closed points correspond to differential K-algebra auto-
morphisms of L. Let us consider the previous splitting morphism,
H ×C (Spec(L), ∂)→ (Spec(L ⊗K L), ∂)
if we apply the constant functor Const, we obtain a isomorphism of C-algebraic
varieties,
H
s−→ Gal(L/K),
where H and Gal(L/K) are algebraic groups. To each τ ∈ H, we have x · τ = x,
and the R♯τ : L → L. We have R♯τ ◦ R♯τ¯ = R♯τ τ¯ and it realizes H as a group of
differential K-algebra automorphisms of L.
Theorem 4.40 The Galois group Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is the group of differential K-
algebra automorphisms of the Galois extension K ⊂ κ(x).
Proof. Denote, as above, by H ⊂ G the Galois group and by L the Galois
extension κ(x). We consider the isomorphism s stated in remark 4.39. Let us
prove that s is an isomorphism of algebraic groups over C, and that for τ ∈ H(C),
s(τ) is the automorphism R♯τ of L, induced by the translation Rτ .
We already know that s is a scheme isomorphism. We have to prove that
it is a group morphism. For τ ∈ H , let us compute s(τ). First, let us denote
by τ¯ the point of HL obtained from τ after the base extension from C to L. It
is a differential point of (HL, ∂). Then Lσ(τ¯ ) = Rτ (σ) ∈ π−1(x). We identify
Rτ (σ) with a differential point of π
−1(x). By the stalk formula we have that
π−1(x) = (Spec(OGK,x ⊗K L), ∂). We identify Rτ (σ) with a prime differential
ideal of OGK,x ⊗K L. Because π(Rτ (σ)) = x, the morphism Rτ (σ)♯ factorizes,
OGK,x ⊗K L
x
♯⊗Id

Rτ (σ)
♯
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
κ(x)⊗K L
ψ
// L
and then the kernel of ψ is the prime differential ideal defining the automorphism
s(τ),
ψ(a⊗ b) = s(τ)(a) · b
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Let us consider the right translation Rτ ,
GL
Rτ //

GL

GK // GK
σ
Rτ //

Lσ(τ¯ )

x // x
we have a commutative diagram between the local rings,
L LIdoo
OGL,π−1(x)
σ♯
OO
OGL,π−1(x)
R♯τoo
Rτ (σ)
♯
OO
OGK,x
OO
OGK,x
R♯τ
oo
OO
,
where OG,π−1(x) = OGK,x ⊗K L, and the morphism R♯τ on these rings is defined
as follows:
OGK,x ⊗K L → OGK,x ⊗K L, a⊗ b 7→ R♯τ (a) · b.
It is then clear that morphism ψ defined above sends,
ψ : (a⊗ b) 7→ R♯τ (a) · b
and then its kernel defines the automorphism R♯τ and we finally have found
R♯τ = s(τ). 
4.10 Galois Correspondence
There is a Galois correspondence for strongly normal extensions (theorem 3.23).
It is naturally transported to the context of algebraic automorphic systems. Let
L be a Galois extension, which is the rational field κ(x) of a Kolchin closed point
x as above. Let F be an intermediate differential extension,
K ⊂ F ⊂ L.
We make base extensions sequentially so that we obtain a sequence of schemes
with derivations,
(GL, ∂ ~A)→ (GF , ∂ ~A))→ (GK, ∂ ~A),
and the associated sequence of differential schemes,
Diff(GL, ∂ ~A)→ Diff(GF , ∂ ~A)→ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A).
Let σ ∈ G(L) be the fundamental solution induced by x. We obtain a sequence
of differential points:
σ 7→ y 7→ x.
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They are Kolchin closed and σ is the fundamental solution associated to x and
y (Lemma 4.33). The stabilizer subgroup of y is a subgroup of the stabilizer
subgroup of x. We have inclusions of algebraic groups,
Galy(GF , ∂ ~A) ⊂ Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) ⊂ G.
In particular we have that K ⊂ F is a strongly normal extension if and only if
Galy(GF , ∂ ~A)⊳Galx(GK, ∂ ~A).
Proposition 4.41 Assume that Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is the whole group G, and K ⊂ F
is a strongly normal extension. Then the quotient group
G¯ = G/Galy(GF , ∂ ~A)
exists. Let ~B be the projection of ~A in R(G¯) ⊗C K. Then, there is a unique
closed differential point z ∈ Diff(G¯K, ∂~B), and,
Galz(G¯K, ∂~B) = G¯.
Proof. The quotient realizes itself as the group of automorphisms of the dif-
ferential K-algebra F . The extension K ⊂ F is strongly normal, and then
this group is algebraic by Galois correspondence (Theorem 3.23). The induced
morphism
π : Diff(GK, ∂ ~A)→ Diff(G¯K, ∂ ~A)
restricts to the differential points, and it is surjective. The hypothesis Galx(GK, ~A) =
G implies that Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) consist in the only point {x}, and then Diff(G¯K, ∂ ~A) =
{z}. Hence, z is the generic point of GK and the Galois group is the total group.

Reciprocally let us consider an algebraic subgroup H ⊂ Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). Then
H is a subgroup of differential K-algebra automorphisms of L. Let F = LH be
its field of invariants. We have again a sequence of non-autonomous algebraic
dynamical systems
(GL, ∂ ~A)→ (GF , ∂ ~A)→ (GK, ∂ ~A).
Let again σ be the fundamental solution induced by x, we have the sequence of
closed differential points,
σ 7→ y 7→ x
Proposition 4.42 Let us consider an intermediate differential field,
K ⊂ F ⊂ L,
as above, and H = Aut(L/F), then
(a) H is the Galois group Galy(GF , ∂ ~A) ⊂ Galx(GK, ∂ ~A).
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(b) K ⊂ F is strongly normal if and only if H ⊳Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). In such case
Aut(F/K) = Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)/H.
Proof. By considering the identification of the Galois group with the group of
automorphisms, the result is a direct translation of the Galois correspondence
for strongly normal extensions (see [22] Theorem 20.5, Theorem 3.23 in this
text). 
In particular, each algebraic group admits a unique normal subgroup of
finite index, the connected component of the identity. Let Gal0x(GK, ∂ ~A) be the
connected component of the identity of Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) and,
Gal1x (GK, ∂ ~A) = Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)/Gal
0
x(GK, ∂ ~A),
which is a finite group. In such case we have:
(a) The invariant field LGal0x(GK,∂ ~A) is the relative algebraic closure K◦ of K
in L.
(b) K ⊂ K◦ is an algebraic Galois extension of Galois group Gal1x(GK, ∂ ~A).
(c) Galy(GK◦ , ∂ ~A) = Gal
0
x(GK, ∂ ~A).
Thus, we can set out:
Proposition 4.43 K is relatively algebraically closed in L if and only if its
Galois group is connected.
4.11 Galois Correspondence and Group Morphisms
Here, we relate the Galois correspondence and the projection of automorphic
vector fields through algebraic group morphisms. It is self evident that a group
morphism π : G → G¯ sends an automorphic system ~A in G with coefficients in
K to an automorphic system π( ~A) in G¯ with coefficients in K. Furthermore
we know that π( ~A) is an automorphic system in the image of π which is a
subgroup of G¯. By restricting our analysis to this image, we can assume that π
is a surjective morphism.
Theorem 4.44 Let π : G → G¯ be a surjective morphism of algebraic groups,
and ~B the projected automorphic system π( ~A). Then:
(1) y = π(x) is a closed differential point of Diff(G¯K, ∂~B).
(2) κ(y) is a strongly normal intermediate extension of K ⊂ κ(y) ⊂ L.
(3) Galy(G¯K, ∂~B) = Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)/(ker(π) ∩Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)).
(4) Let z be a Kolchin closed point of (Gκ(y), ∂ ~A) in the fiber of x. Then
Galz(Gκ(y), ∂ ~A) = ker(π) ∩Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)
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Proof. (1) Let s be a closed point of Diff(G¯K, ∂~B) adherent to y. Then π
−1(x)
is a closed subset of Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) and it contains a closed point z. G(C) acts
transitively in the set of closed points, and then there is τ ∈ G(C) such as
x = z · τ . Thus, y = s · π(τ), so that y is closed, s = x, and furthermore
π(τ) ∈ Galy(G¯K, ∂~B).
(2) π♯ : κ(y) → L is a differential K-algebra morphism, and κ(y) is realized
as an intermediate extension K ⊂ κ(y) ⊂ L. It is a strongly normal if and
only if the subgroup of Gal(L/K) fixing κ(y) is a normal subgroup. We identify
Gal(L/K) with Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). Then τ fixes κ(y) if and only if π(τ) = e. This
subgroup fixing κ(y) is ker(π)∩Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). By hypothesis, ker(π) is a normal
subgroup ofG, and then its intersection with Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is a normal subgroup.
Finally, be obtain (3) and (4) by Galois correspondence. 
4.12 Lie Extension Structure on Intermediate Fields
Differential field approach to Lie-Vessiot systems was initiated by K. Nishioka,
in terms of the notions of rational dependence on arbitrary constants and Lie
extensions (see definitions 3.24 and 3.25). Here we relate our results with these
notions.
Theorem 4.45 Assume one of the following:
(a) K is algebraically closed.
(b) The Galois group of (GK, ∂ ~A) is G.
Let y be a particular solution of (MK, ∂ ~X) with coefficients in a differential field
extension K ⊂ R. Assume that R is generated by y. Then:
(i) K ⊂ R depends rationally on arbitrary constants.
(ii) K ⊂ R is a Lie extension.
Proof. (i) R is an intermediate extension of the splitting field of the automor-
phic system which is a strongly normal extension. It is a stronger condition than
the one of Definition 3.24, thus R depends rationally on arbitrary constants.
(ii) If K is algebraically closed, then the result comes directly from Theorem
3.26. For the case (b), some analysis on the infinitesimal structure of R is must
be done. If the Galois group is G, then there are not non-trivial differential
points in GK, nor in MK. Then R coincides with M(MK), the field of mero-
morphic functions in MK. Fundamental vector fields of the action of G on M
induce derivations of the corresponding fields of meromorphic functions so that
we have a Lie algebra morphism,
R(G)→ DerK(R), ~Ai 7→ ~Xi,
and the derivation in ∂ in R is seen in M(R) as the Lie-Vessiot system
∂¯ = ∂ +
r∑
i=1
fi ~Xi.
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From that, we have that,
[∂¯,R(G)] ⊂ R(G) ⊗C K,
and because the vector fields ~Xi span the tangent vector space to M , we have
that the morphism,
R(G) ⊗C R → DerK(R)
is surjective. According to Definition 3.25 we conclude thatR is a Lie extension.

5 Algebraic Reduction and Integration
Here we present the algebraic theory of reduction and integration of algebraic
automorphic and Lie-Vessiot systems. Our main tool is an algebraic version
of Lie’s reduction method, that we call Lie-Kolchin reduction. Once we have
developed this tool we explore different applications.
5.1 Lie-Kolchin Reduction Method
In [4], when discussing the general topic of analytic Lie-Vessiot systems, we
have shown the Lie’s method for reducing an automorphic equation to certain
subgroups, once we know certain solution of a Lie-Vessiot associated system.
This method is local, because it is assumed that we can choose a suitable curve
in the group for the application of the algorithm. A germ of such a curve exists,
but it is not true that a suitable global curve exists in the general case. In the
algebraic realm we will find obstructions to the applicability of this method,
highly related to the structure of principal homogeneous spaces over a non
algebraically closed field, and then to Galois cohomology.
We will show that the application of the Lie’s method in the algebraic case
leads us directly to Kolchin reduction theorem of a linear differential system
to the Lie algebra of its Galois group. Because of this, we decided to use the
nomenclature of Lie-Kolchin reduction method.
5.2 Lie-Kolchin Reduction
From now on, let us consider a differential field K of characteristic zero. The
field of constant is C, that we assume to be algebraically closed. Let G be an
algebraic group over C, and let ~A be an algebraic automorphic vector field in G
with coefficients in K. We also fix a Kolchin closed point x of Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) and
denote by L its associated Galois extension.
Lemma 5.1 Let G′ ⊂ G be an algebraic subgroup, and let M be the quotient
homogeneous space G/G′. Then:
(a) MK = GK/G
′
K
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(b) Let us consider the natural projection morphism πK : GK →MK. For each
rational point x ∈ MK, π−1K (x) ⊂ GK is an homogeneous space of group
G′K.
Proof. (a) C is algebraically closed, and then the geometric quotient is univer-
sal; (a) is the fundamental property of geometric universal quotients (see [34]).
(b) The isotropy subgroup Hx of x is certain algebraic subgroup isomorphic and
conjugated with G′K. The action of (Hx)K on G preserves the stalk π
−1
K (x),
ψ : (Hx)K ×K π−1K (x)→ π−1K (x),
the induced morphism
(ψ × Id) : (Hx)K ×K π−1K (x)→ π−1K (x)×K π−1K (x)
is the restriction of the isomorphism
GK ×K GK → GK ×K GK, (τ, σ) 7→ (τ · σ, σ),
and then it is an isomorphism. 
Let M be an homogenous space over G, and ~X the Lie-Vessiot vector field
induced in M by the automorphic vector field ~A. Let us fix a rational point x0
of M and denote by Hx0 the isotropy subgroup at x0.
Lemma 5.2 Assume that x0 ∈M is a constant solution of (MK, ∂ ~X). Then:
~A ∈ R(Hx0)⊗C K.
Proof. There is a solution τ of ~A with coefficients in L such that x0 = τ · x0.
Therefore τ ∈ (Hx0)L and its logarithmic derivative is an automorphic vector
field in Hx0 ,
l∂(τ) ∈ R(Hx0)⊗C L.
Taking into account that l∂(τ) = ~A, we obtain ~A ∈ R(Hx0)⊗C K. 
Theorem 5.3 (Main Result) Let us assume that (MK, ∂ ~X) has a solution
x with coefficients in K. If H1(Hx0 ,K) is trivial, then there exists a gauge
transformation Lτ of GK that sends the automorphic vector field ~A to:
~B = Adjτ ( ~A) + l∂(τ),
with ~B ∈ R(Hx0)⊗C K an automorphic vector field in Hx0 .
Proof. Let us consider the canonical isomorphism G/Hx0 →M that sends the
class [σ] to σ · x0. Now, let us consider the base extended morphism,
π : GK →MK, τ 7→ τ · x0.
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We are under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 (b). Therefore the stalk π−1(x)
is a principal homogeneous space of group (HK)x which is a subgroup of GK
conjugated to (Hx0)K. Because of the vanishing of the Galois cohomology, there
exist a rational point τ1 ∈ π−1(x), and then τ1 · x0 = x. Define τ = τ−11 . Let us
consider the gauge transformation,
Lτ : (GK, ∂ ~A)→ (GK, ∂~B) Lτ : (MK, ∂ ~X)→ (MK, ∂~Y ),
where ~Y is the Lie-Vessiot vector field in M induced by ~B. We have that
τ ·x = x0 is a constant solution of (MK, ∂~Y ). By Lemma 5.2, ~B is an automorphic
field in Hx0 . 
Proposition 5.4 Assume that there is a rational point x0 ∈ M such that
Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) ⊂ Hx0 , then there exists a rational solution x ∈M(K) of ~X.
Proof. Let us consider the fundamental solution σ associated to x. We consider
it as an L-point of G,
σ : Spec(L)→ GK.
It is determined by the canonical morphism of taking values in σ,
σ♯ : OGK,x → L = κ(x).
Now, let us consider the projection π : G → M , τ 7→ τ · x0. It induces a
morphism π : GK(L) → MK(L). Let us consider x = π(σ). This point x is an
L point of M and then it is a morphism
x : Spec(L)→MK.
Let x¯ ∈MK be the image of x; then x is determined by the morphism x♯ defined
by the following composition:
OMK,x¯ π
♯
//
x♯
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
OGK,x
σ♯
""E
EE
EE
EE
E
L
We are going to prove that x is a rational point of MK. Let us consider
τ ∈ Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). Therefore we have Rτ (x) = x, and the following diagram is
commutative:
OMK,x¯
x♯
**VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VV
$$I
II
II
II
II
x♯
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
OGK,x
σ♯
//
(στ)♯

L
R♯τ
}}||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
L
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For each f ∈ OXK,x¯, we have x♯(f) = R♯τ (x♯(f)). This equality holds for all
τ ∈ Hx0 . Hence, x♯(f) an element of L that is invariant for any differential
K-algebra automorphism of L. In virtue of the Galois correspondence the fixed
field of L by the action of Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is K . Thus, x♯(f) ∈ K. 
Theorem 5.5 Let us consider an algebraic subgroup G′ of G verifying:
(1) Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) ⊂ G′,
(2) H1(H,K) is trivial.
Then there exist a gauge isomorphism Lτ of G with coefficients in K reducing
the automorphic system ~A to an automorphic system in H,
~B = Adjτ ( ~A) + l∂(τ),
belongs to R(G′)⊗C K.
Proof. By Proposition 5.4 there exists a rational solution of the Lie-Vessiot
system in M associated to ~A. Theorem 5.3 says that such a reduction exists. 
Denote by Gal0x (GK, ∂ ~A) the connected component of the identity of the
Galois group Galx(GK, ∂ ~A).
Corollary 5.6 Let K◦ be the relatively algebraic closure of K in L. Assume
that H1(Gal0x(GK, ∂ ~A),K◦) is trivial. Then there is a gauge transformation Lτ ,
τ with coefficients in K◦ such that
~B = Adjτ ( ~A) + l∂(τ)
belongs to R(Gal0x(GK, ∂ ~A))⊗C K◦.
Proof. We know that the Galois group of the automorphic system with coeffi-
cients in K◦ is precisely Gal0x (GK, ∂ ~A) (see, for instance, remark (c) in [?], below
Proposition 18). We apply then Theorem 5.5. 
Corollary 5.7 If H1(Galx(GK, ∂ ~A),K) is trivial then Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is connected.
Proof. If H1(Galx(GK, ∂ ~A),K) is trivial, then we can reduce the automor-
phic system to an automorphic system in R(Galx(GK, ∂ ~A)) ⊗C K. Note that
Gal0x (GK, ∂ ~A) and Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) have the same Lie algebra. Therefore the Ga-
lois group of the reduced equation is contained in Gal0x(GK, ∂ ~A). 
The following is an extension of the classical result of Kolchin on the re-
duction a system of linear differential equations to the Lie algebra of its Galois
group [19]
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Theorem 5.8 (Kolchin) Let us consider the relative algebraic closure K◦ of
K in L. There is a gauge transformation Lτ , τ with coefficients in K◦, such
that,
~B = Adjτ ( ~A) + l∂(τ)
belongs to R(Galx(GK, ∂ ~A))⊗C K◦.
Proof. Denote by H the Galois group Galx(GK, ∂ ~A). Let us consider M =
G/H , and let us denote by x0 ∈M the origin which is the class of H in M . Let
~Y be the Lie-Vessiot vector field in M associated to ~A. In virtue of Proposition
5.4, the canonical projection G(L) → M(L) sends the fundamental solution σ
to a solution x of (M,∂~Y ) with coefficients in K. Let us consider the projection:
π : GK →MK.
Lemma 5.1 says that the stalk π−1(x) is a principal homogeneous space modeled
over the group HK. Let us denote by P ⊂ GK such homogeneous space. Note
that P is {x}, the closure of x in Zariski topology. We have the isomorphism,
ψ : P ×K HK → P ×K P, (τ, g)→ (τ, τg),
Let τ be a closed point of P . Its rational field κ(τ) is an algebraic extension
of K. We have that x = τ · x0. Thus, we can apply Lie-Kolchin reduction
method. Lτ−1 is a gauge transformation with coefficients in κ(τ):
Lτ−1 : Gκ(τ) → Gκ(τ),
that sends the automorphic vector field ~A to an automorphic vector field ~B in
H with coefficients in κ(τ).
In order to finish the proof we have to see that κ(τ) is a subfield of the
relative algebraic closure K◦ of K in L. It is enough to see that K ⊂ κ(τ)
is an intermediate differential extension of K ⊂ L. Furthermore, if κ(τ) is
an intermediate differential extension then it coincides with K◦ because of the
Galois correspondence.
Let us consider then the following base extension and natural projection,
Pκ(τ) = P ×K Spec(κ(τ)), π1 : Pκ(τ) → P.
The product Pκ(τ) is a principal homogeneous space modeled over Hκ(τ). More-
over, τ induces a rational point of Pκ(τ). Hence, the Galois cohomology coho-
mology class of Pκ(τ) is trivial, so that it is isomorphic to Hκ(τ) as homogeneous
space. Pκ(τ) has as many connected components as Hκ(τ). We write it as the
disjoint union of its connected components.
Pκ(τ) =
⊔
i∈Λ
Pi.
For each i ∈ Λ, the restriction Pi → P is an isomorphism of K-schemes, and π1
is a trivial covering. But each Pi is a κ(τ)-scheme, and then each component
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induces in P an structure of κ(τ)-scheme. Hence we have a realization of κ(τ)
as intermediate extension
K ⊂ κ(τ) ⊂ L.
Thus, κ(τ) = K◦. 
5.3 Integrability by Quadratures
To integrate an automorphic system by quadratures means to write down a
fundamental solution by terms of a formula. This formula should involve the
solutions of certain simpler equations. We assume that we have a geometrical
meccano to express these solutions. We refer to elements of such a meccano as
quadratures. Those simpler equations are like the building blocks of our integra-
bility theory. Depending of which simpler equations we consider as integrable
we obtain different theories integrability. In theory of Lie-Vessiot systems the
elements of our formulas are the exponential maps of Lie groups and indefinite
integrals.
From a geometric point of view, it is reasonable to consider automorphic
systems in abelian groups as integrable. Let us consider an abelian Lie group G.
Then, the exponential map,
exp: R(G)→ G,
is a group morphism, and moreover, R(G) is the universal covering of G. An
automorphic equation,
d log
dt
(x) =
n∑
i=1
fi(t) ~Ai, ~Ai ∈ R(G)
is integrated by the formula,
σ(t) = exp
(
n∑
i=1
(∫ t
t0
fi(ξ)dξ
)
~Ai
)
.
This formula involves the integral of t dependent functions, and the exponential
map of the Lie group. Assuming that we are able of realize these operations a
reasonable point of view is to consider al automorphic equations in abelian groups
integrable. This assumption is done in [43], and followed in [6]. On the other
hand, the algebraic case has a new kind of richness. An abelian Lie group splits
in direct product of circles an lines, but an abelian algebraic group can carry a
higher complexity, for example in the case of abelian varieties. In such case the
exponential map is the solution of the Abel-Jacobi inversion problem. In [18]
Kolchin develops a theory of integrability generalizing Liouville integrability,
in which just quadratures in one dimensional abelian groups are allowed. It
reduces the case to quadratures in the additive group, the multiplicative group
and elliptic curves.
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5.4 Quadratures in the Additive Group
Let us consider an automorphic equation in the additive group C. The addi-
tive group is its own Lie algebra, and the logarithmic derivative is the usual
derivative. Thus, the automorphic equations are written in the following form:
∂x = a, a ∈ K. (5.1)
Definition 5.9 An extension of differential fields K ⊂ L is an integral exten-
sion if L is K(b), with ∂b ∈ K. We say that b is an integral element over
K.
It is obvious that the Galois extension of equation (5.1) is an integral exten-
sion of K, with b = ∫ a. The additive group (of a field of characteristic zero) has
no algebraic subgroups. Therefore, if a is algebraic over K, then a ∈ K. Hence
we have two different possibilities for integral extensions:
• b ∈ K, Gal(L/K) = {e},
• b 6∈ K, Gal(L/K) = C.
5.5 Quadratures in the Multiplicative Group
Let us consider now an automorphic equation in the multiplicative group. For
the complex numbers C∗ the exponential map is the usual exponential. In the
general case of an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, we can build
the exponential map for C∗. However, it does not take values in C∗ but in a bigger
group. We avoid such a construction, and then we consider the exponential just
as an algebraic symbol. The logarithmic derivative in C∗ coincides with the
classical notion of logarithmic derivative,
K∗ → K, x 7→ ∂x
x
.
The general automorphic equation in the multiplicative group is written as
follows:
∂x
x
= a, a ∈ K. (5.2)
Definition 5.10 An extension of differential fields K ⊂ L is an exponential
extension if L = K(b), with ∂b
b
∈ K. We say that b is an exponential element
over K.
C∗ has cyclic finite subgroups. Then, we can obtain exponential extensions
that are algebraic. There appears the following casuistic:
• Gal(L/K) is the multiplicative group C∗ if b is transcendent over K.
• Gal(L/K) is a cyclic group (Zn)∗ if bn ∈ K for certain n. It means that
there is c ∈ K that ∂c
nc
= a. In such case, bn = c.
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Reciprocally, any algebraic Galois extension of K with a cyclic Galois group
is an exponential extension. Here, it is a an essential point that C is algebraically
closed.
5.6 Quadratures in Abelian Varieties
Abelian varieties provide us examples of non linearizable automorphic systems.
For the following discussion, let us assume that the constant field of K is the
field of complex numbers C. Let G be a complex abelian variety of complex
dimension g. Let us consider a basis of holomorphic differentials ω1, . . . , ωg,
and A1, . . . , Ag,B1, . . . , Bg a basis of the homology of G, we can assume that∫
Ai
ωj = δij . Define the Jacobi-Abel map,
G
∼−→ Cg/Λ, p 7→
(∫ p
e
ω1, . . .
∫ p
e
ωg
)
.
The exponential map is given by the exponential universal covering of the torus
and the inversion of the Jacobi-Abel map.
Cg
exp
 ""E
EE
EE
EE
E
G
j // Cg/Λ
A projective immersion of G in P(C, d), for d big enough, is given by terms
of theta functions, z 7→ (θ0(z) : . . . : θd(z)). Hence there are some homogeneous
polynomial constrains {P (θ0, . . . , θd) = 0}. The quotient θiθj defines a meromor-
phic abelian function in G (see [28] Chapter 1, Section 3, p. 30). Let us consider
affine coordinates in G, xi =
θi
θ0
. We can project the vector fields of R(Cg) to
G,
∂
∂zi
7→
∑
j
Fij(x1, . . . , xd)
∂
∂xj
, Fij(x1, . . . , xd) =
∂θj
∂zi
θ0 − ∂θ0∂zi θj
θ20
being Fij abelian functions, and then rational functions in the xj . The auto-
morphic system in Cg ∑
i
ai
∂
∂zi
, ai ∈ K
is seen in A as a non linear system an A,
x˙j =
∑
i
aiFij(x1, . . . , xd), {P (1, x1, . . . xd) = 0}. (5.3)
If b1, . . . , bd are integral elements over K such that ∂bi = ai, then the solution
of the automorphic system (5.3) is:
xj =
θj(b)
θ0(b)
, (θ0 (b) : . . . : θd (b)) .
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Definition 5.11 A strongly normal extension K ⊂ L whose Galois group is an
abelian variety is called an abelian extension.
For an automorphic system in an abelian variety A we have that the Galois
group is an algebraic subgroup of A. Then its identity component is an abelian
variety. The Galois extension is then,
K ⊂ K◦ ⊂ L,
being K◦ ⊂ L an abelian extension.
Example 5.12 Let us consider an algebraically completely integrable hamil-
tonian system in the sense of Adler, Van Moerbecke and Vanhaecke (see [1])
{H,H2, . . . , Hn} in C2n. Assume that {Hi(x, y) = hi} are the equations of the
affine part of an abelian variety G. The Hamilton equations,
x˙i =
∂H
∂yi
, y˙i = −∂H
∂xi
, Hi(x, y) = hi (5.4)
are an automorphic system ~H in G with constant coefficients K = C. In the
generic case, G is a non-resonant torus, and then it is densely filled by a solution
curve of the equations (5.4). We conclude that (G, ∂ ~H) has not proper differen-
tial points: its differential spectrum consist only of the generic point. In such
case, the Galois extension of the system is C ⊂M(G), the field of meromorphic
functions in G.
Example 5.13 Automorphic systems in elliptic curves: Let us examine the
case of an elliptic curve E over C. Assume that E is given as a projective
subvariety of P(2, C) in Weierstrass normal form.
t0t
2
2 = 4t
3
1 − g2t20t1 − g3t30
We take affine coordinates x = t1
t0
and y = t2
t0
. The Lie algebra R(E) is then
generated by the vector field,
~v = y
∂
∂x
+ (12x2 − g2) ∂
∂y
Every automorphic vector field in E with coefficients in K is written in the
form a~v with a ∈ K. A solution of the automorphic equation is a point of E with
values in the Galois extension L. Such solution have homogeneous coordinates
(1 : ξ : η) such that η = a−1∂ξ, and ξ is a solution of the single differential
equation,
(∂ξ)2 = a2(4ξ2 − g1ξ − g2). (5.5)
If we know a particular solution b of (5.5) then we can write down the general
solution (1 : ξ : η) of the automorphic equation by means of the addition law in
E (see [18] p. 804 eq. 9), depending of an arbitrary point (1 : x0 : y0) ∈ E(C):
Sol(5.5)× E(C)→ E(L), (b, (1 : x0 : y0)) 7→ (1 : ξ : η)
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ξ(x0, y0) = −b− x0 − 1
4
(
∂b− ay0
a(b− x0)
)2
(5.6)
η(x0, y0) = −∂b+ ay0
2a
+
6
2
(b+ x0)
∂b− ay0
a(b− x0) −
1
4
(
∂b− ay0
a(b− x0)
)3
. (5.7)
Definition 5.14 Let K ⊂ L a differential field extension. We say that b ∈ L
is a Weierstrassian element if there exist a ∈ K, and g1, g2 ∈ C, with the
polynomial 4x3 − g1x− g2 having simple roots and such that, (∂b)2 = a2(4b2 −
g1x−g2). The differential extension K ⊂ K(b, ∂b) is called an elliptic extension.
The Galois extension of the automorphic equation (5.5) is an elliptic exten-
sion of K. It can be transcendent or algebraic. If it is transcendent then its
Galois group is the elliptic curve E , if it is algebraic then its Galois group is a
finite subgroup of E .
Remark 5.15 Let us examine the case of complex numbers: assume that the
field of constants of K is C. The solution of Weierstrass equation is the elliptic
function ℘, and it gives rise to the universal covering of E,
π : C→ E , z 7→ (1 : ℘(z) : ℘′(z)).
The automorphic vector field a~v in E is the projection of the automorphic vector
field a ∂
∂z
in C. The solution of the equation in the additive group is given
by an integral element
∫
a. Then the a solution of the projected system in E
is (1 : ℘(
∫
a) : ℘′(
∫
a)). Then b = ℘(
∫
a) is the Weierstrass element of the
Galois extension. Formulas (5.6) and (5.7) are the addition formulas for the
Weierstrass ℘ and ℘′ functions.
Example 5.16 We obtain the previous situation in the case of one degree of
freedom, algebraic complete integrable hamiltonian systems. Let us consider the
pendulum equation:
x˙ = y
y˙ = sin(x)
}
y2
2
− cos(x) = h (5.8)
It is written as a simple ordinary differential equation depending of the energy
parameter h, (
dx
dt
)2
= 2h+ 2 cos(x),
by setting z = eix, we obtain the algebraic form of such equation, which is an
automorphic equation in an elliptic curve for all values of h except for h = ±1;
(
dz
dt
)2
= −z3 − 2hz2 − 1.
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The Weierstrass normal form is attained by setting u = −z4 − 16h;(
du
dt
)2
= 4u3 − h
2
3
u−
(
h3
27
+
1
16
)
.
Hence, the general solution is written in terms of the ℘ functions of invariants
g2 =
h2
3 and g3 =
h3
27 +
1
16 , for h 6= ±1:
z(t) = −4℘(t+ t0)− 2
3
h ; x(t) = log
(
−4℘(t− t0)− 4h+ 3πi
6
)
.
5.7 Liouville and Kolchin Integrability
Definition 5.17 Let K ⊂ F a differential field extension. Let us break it up
into a tower of differential fields:
K = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fd = L.
We say that K ⊂ F is . . .
(1) . . . a Liouvillian extension if the differential fields Fi can be chosen in such
way that Fi ⊂ Fi+1 is an algebraic, exponential or integral extension.
(2) . . . a strict-Liouvillian extension if the differential fields Fi can be chosen
in such way that Fi ⊂ Fi+1 is an exponential or integral extension.
(3) . . . a Kolchin extension the differential fields Fi can be chosen in such way
that Li ⊂ Fi+1 is algebraic, elliptic, exponential or integral extension.
Liouvillian and strict-Liouvillian extensions are Picard-Vessiot extensions.
An elliptic curve can not be a subquotient of an affine group. Hence, if K ⊂ F
is a Kolchin extension and Gal(F/K) is an affine group, then it is a Liouville
extension. From this perspective, the following classical result is almost self
evident:
Theorem 5.18 (Drach-Kolchin) Let K be a field of meromorphic functions
of the complex plane C. Assume that the Weierstrass’s ℘ function is not alge-
braic over K. Then ℘ is not the solution of any linear differential equation with
coefficients in K.
Proof. Let us assume that this equation exist, and let K ⊂ F na associated
its Galois extension. Its Galois group Gal(F/K) is an affine group. We have an
intermediate extension:
K ⊂ K(℘, ℘′) ⊂ F ,
This intermediate extension K ⊂ K(℘, ℘′) is strongly normal and its Galois
group is an elliptic curve. Thus, there is a normal subgroup H ⊳Gal(F/K) and
an exact sequence,
0→ H → Gal(F/K)→ E → 0
but the quotient group of an affine group is an affine group, and then E is affine.

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From the Galois correspondence and some elemental properties of algebraic
groups we also have immediately the characterization of Liouvillian and Kolchin
extensions in terms of their Galois groups.
Proposition 5.19 Let K ⊂ L be a strongly normal extension.
(1) K ⊂ L is a Kolchin extension if and only if there is a sequence of normal
subgroups in Gal(L/K),
H0 ⊳H1 ⊳ . . .⊳Hn = Gal(L/K),
such that dimC Hi/Hi+1 ≤ 1.
(2) K ⊂ L is a strict-Liouville extension if and only if Gal(L/K) is an affine
solvable group.
(3) K ⊂ L is a Liouvillian extension if and only if the identity component
Gal0(L/K) is a linear solvable group.
Proof. For (1) and (3) see [18]. Let us proof that linear solvable Galois group
implies strict Liouville. Let us consider a resolution of the Galois group H0 ⊳
. . .Hn such that each quotient Hi+1/Hi is a cyclic group, a multiplicative group
or an additive group. This resolution exist by means of Lie-Kolchin theorem.
This resolution split the extension K ⊂ L in a tower of differential fields
Kn ⊂ Kn−1 ⊂ . . .⊂K0.,
Each differential extension of the tower is an exponential, integral or algebraic
extension with cyclic Galois group. But an algebraic extension with cyclic group
is a radical extension. The field C is algebraically closed, hence such radical
extension is generated by the radical n
√
a of a non-constant element of a, and
then it is the Picard-Vessiot extension of the equation,
∂x =
∂a
na
x,
which is an exponential extension. 
5.8 Integration by Quadratures in Solvable Groups
Let us remind that along this chapter we are considering an automorphic vector
field ~A with coefficients in K in an algebraic group G defined over C. We also
consider a Kolchin closed differential point x ∈ Diff(GK, ∂ ~A) and the associated
Galois extension K ⊂ L. We are going to explain the classical integration by
quadratures in terms of Lie-Kolchin reduction method and Galois correspon-
dence.
Let us consider a normal subgroupH⊳G, and the quotient group G¯ = G/H .
Let y be the projection in G¯K of x. In virtue of Theorem 4.44 we know that,
K ⊂ κ(y) ⊂ L,
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is an intermediate strongly normal extension. Furthermore, the Galois group in
y of the automorphic system with coefficients if κ(y) is the intersection of the
Galois group Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) with H .
Theorem 5.20 Assume that there is a resolution of G,
H0 ⊳H1 ⊳ . . .⊳Hn = G,
such that dimC Hi/Hi+1 = 1, then K ⊂ L is a Kolchin extension.
Proof. Let us consider the quotients G¯i = Hn−i+1/Hn−i. They are algebraic
groups of dimension one. Each Gi is isomorphic to one of the following: the
additive group, the multiplicative group, or an elliptic curve. Each one cor-
responds to an integral, exponential, or Weierstrassian quadrature. We prove
the theorem by induction in the length of the resolution. Let us consider the
projection π : G → G/Hn−1. Define y = π(x) and let K1 be the relative alge-
braic closure of κ(x) in L. Then K ⊂ κ(y) is an integral, exponential or elliptic
extension and κ(y) ⊂ K1 is an algebraic extension. Hence, K ⊂ K1 is a Kolchin
extension.
Let z be a closed differential point of (GK1 , ∂ ~A) in the fiber of x. By The-
orem 4.44 Galz(GK1 , ∂ ~A) ⊂ Hn−1, and then by Theorem 5.8 there is a gauge
transformation Lτ with coefficients in K1 reducing the automorphic field to an
automorphic field in Hn−1. Any Galois extension associated to this last equa-
tion is K1-isomorphic to L. By the induction hypothesis the extension K1 ⊂ L
is a Kolchin extension, hence K ⊂ L is a Kolchin extension. 
Theorem 5.21 Assume that G is affine and solvable. Then K ⊂ L is a strict-
Liouville extension.
Proof. The Galois group is a subgroup of G, and then it is a solvable group.
The result comes from Proposition 5.19 (2) together with Theorem 5.20. 
Proposition 5.22 If there is a connected affine solvable group H ⊂ G such
that Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) ⊂ H, then K ⊂ L is a strict-Liouville extension.
Proof. H is connected affine solvable an then it has trivial Galois cohomology.
We can reduce to the group H by means of theorem 5.5. Hence, we are in the
hypothesis of theorem 5.21. 
5.9 Linearization
There exist non-linear non-linearizable algebraic groups. An algebraic group
that does not admit any linear representation is called quasi-abelian. In other
words, a quasi-abelian variety is an algebraic group G such that OG(G) = C.
Algebraic groups over an algebraic closed base field C, which are complete and
connected, are called abelian varieties. Since they are complete varieties, they
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do not admit non-constant global regular functions and then they are quasi-
abelian.
The following results give us the structure of the algebraic groups by terms
of linear and quasi-abelian algebraic groups. See, for instance [34].
Theorem 5.23 (Rayleigh decomposition) Let G be an algebraic group. There
is a unique subgroup X ∈ G such that, X is quasi-abelian and G/X is an affine
group.
Theorem 5.24 (Chevalley-Barsotti-Sancho) Let G be a connected algebraic
group over C, with C an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Then
there is a unique normal affine subgroup N ⊂ G such that the quotient G/N is
an abelian variety.
5.10 Reduction by means Chevalley-Barsotti-Sancho The-
orem
In virtue of Chevalley-Barsotti-Sancho theorem (5.24 in appendix B), there is a
unique linear normal connected algebraic group N ⊳ G such that the quotient
G/N and is an abelian variety V . Let us consider the projection π : G → V .
Let ~B be the projected automorphic system π( ~A) in V , and denote by y the
image of x by π. We state the following:
Theorem 5.25 Let M be the field of meromorphic functions in VK. Assume
that Galy(VK, ∂~B) = V , and one of the following hypothesis:
(1) H1(N,M) is trivial.
(2) K is relatively algebraically closed in L.
Then, there is a gauge transformation of G with coefficients in M reducing the
automorphic system ~A to N .
Proof. Let us consider ~A as an automorphic vector field in G with coefficients
in M. By Galois correspondence we have:
Gal(L/M) ≃ Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) ∩N.
If hypothesis (1) holds, then the statement is a particular case of Theorem 5.5.
Let us prove the result in the case of hypothesis (2). By Theorem 5.8 there
exists a gauge transformations whose coefficients are algebraic over M. By
hypothesis Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is connected. This group Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) realizes itself
as a principal bundle over V whose structural group os Gal(L/M). It implies
that Gal(L/M) is also connected. So that M is relatively algebraically closed
in L. The coefficients of the considered gauge transformation are in M, as we
wanted to prove. 
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5.11 Linearization by means of Adjoint Representation
We consider GL(R(G)) the group of C-linear automorphisms of the Lie algebra
R. It is an algebraic group over C. The adjoint representation
Adj: G→ GL(R(G))
is a morphism of algebraic groups. It gives us a linearization of the equations.
Let us consider the center Z(G) and the exact sequence:
0→ Z(G)→ G→ GL(R(G))→ 0
Denote by ~B the projection of the automorphic vector field ~A by the morphism
Adj. It is a linear system and then its Galois extensionK ⊂ P is a Picard-Vessiot
intermediate extension of K ⊂ L.
Proposition 5.26 P ⊂ L is a strongly normal extension and Gal(L/P) is an
abelian group.
Proof. The extension P ⊂ L is a Galois extension of ~A with coefficients in P ,
so that it is strongly normal. Its Galois group is, by the Galois correspondence,
the intersection of the Galois group of Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) with the center Z(G); it is
an abelian group. 
5.12 Linearization by means of Global Regular Functions
The ring of global regular functions Γ(OG, G) is a Hopf algebra, and then it
spectrum is a linear algebraic group L = Spec(Γ(OG, G)). The kernel C of the
canonical morphism π : G→ L is, by definition a quasi-abelian variety (see [34]).
Let us consider the exact sequence:
0→ C → G→ L→ 0.
We proceed as we did in Proposition 5.26, and then we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 5.27 Let K ⊂ P be the Picard-Vessiot extension of the automor-
phic system π( ~A) in L. Then P ⊂ L is a strongly normal extension, and the
connected component of the identity of its Galois group is a quasi-abelian vari-
ety.
6 Integrability of Linear Equations
This section is devoted to the Liouville integrability of linear differential equa-
tions. Since the development of Picard-Vessiot system it is a rich field of re-
search, let us cite some important specialized literature [20], [37], [38], [39],
[12], [13]. Here, we adopt a slightly different point of view on linear differential
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equations. We see them as automorphic systems. It gives us some insight into
the geometric mechanisms that allows quadratures. In this way we are able
to measure the solvability of the Galois groups, in terms of equations in flag
varieties and grassmanians (Theorem 6.2). They are the natural geometrical
generalization of Riccati equations.
From now on let G be a linear connected algebraic group over C. We consider
~A an automorphic vector field in G with coefficients in K.
6.1 Flag Variety
We call Borel subgroup of G to any maximal connected solvable group of G.
Borel subgroups are all conjugated and isomorphic subgroups. The quotient
space G/B is a complete variety (see [34] p. 163, th. 10.2).
Definition 6.1 We call flag variety of G to the homogeneous space quotient
G/B, being B a Borel subgroup of G.
The flag variety of G is defined up to isomorphism of G-homogeneous spaces.
Let us consider Flag(G) a flag variety ofG, and let (Flag(G), ∂~F ) be the induced
Lie-Vessiot system.
Let us see a natural generalization of the well-known theorem of J. Liouville
that relates the integrability by Liouvillian functions of the second order linear
homogeneous differential equation with the existence of an algebraic solution
of an associated Riccati equation. This classical result is the particular case of
GL(2,C) in the following general Liouville’s theorem.
Theorem 6.2 The Galois extension K ⊂ L is Liouvillian if and only if the flag
Lie-Vessiot system (Flag(G), ∂~F ) has an algebraic solution with coefficients in
K◦, the algebraic relative closure of K in L.
Proof. By the Galois correspondence we have that the Galois group of (GK◦ , ∂ ~A)
is the connected identity component of the Galois group of (GK, ∂ ~A). Assume
that (Flag(G), ∂~F ) has an algebraic solution x ∈ Flag(G)(K◦). We are under
the hypothesis of Theorem 5.8. There is a gauge transformation of GK0 that
send ~A to an automorphic vector field ~B in the Borel subgroup B. Then the
Galois group of ~B with coefficients in K0 is contained in a Borel subgroup. Then
the connected component of Galx(GK, ∂ ~A) is solvable.
Reciprocally, let us assume that K ⊂ L is a Liouvillian extension. In such
case the identity connected component of the Galois group is contained in a
Borel subgroup B. By Proposition 5.4 there is a solution with coefficients in K◦
of ~F . 
6.2 Automorphic Equations in the General Linear Group
6.3 Grassmanians
Let us consider E as n-dimensional vector space. Along this text m-plane will
mean m-dimensional linear subspace. For all m ≤ n the linear group GL(E)
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acts transitively in the set of m-planes. For an m-plane Em, the stabilizer
subgroup is an algebraic group, and then the set of m-planes define an algebraic
homogeneous space.
Definition 6.3 We call grassmanian of m-planes of E, Gr(E,m), to the ho-
mogeneous space whose closed points are the m-planes of E. Denote Gr(C, n,m)
the grassmanian of m-planes of Cn.
Example 6.4 Gr(C, n, 1) is the space of lines in Cn, and then if its the projec-
tive space of dimension n − 1, P(n − 1, C). The Gr(C, n, n − 1) is the space os
hyperplanes and then it is the dual projective space P(n− 1, C)∗.
In general, m-planes of E are in one-to-one correspondence with (n −m)-
planes of the dual space E∗, and then we have the projective duality
Gr(E,m) ≃ Gr(E∗, n−m).
The action of GL(E) on Gr(E,m) is not faithful. Each scalar matrix of the
center of GL(C, n) fix all m-planes. Thus, the non faithful action of GL(E) is
reduced to a faithful action of the projective group PGL(E).
All grassmanian are projective varieties. There is a canonical embedding
of Gr(E,m) into the projective space of dimension (nm) − 1, called the plu¨cker
embedding:
Gr(E,m)→ P(E∧n), 〈e1, . . . , em〉 7→ 〈e1 ∧ e1 ∧ . . . ∧ em〉.
For computation in the grassmanian spaces we will use plu¨ckerian coordi-
nates. This system of coordinates is subordinated to a basis in E. Thus, let us
consider a basis {e1, . . . , en}. Let E1 = 〈e1, . . . , em〉 be the m plane spanned by
the first m elements of the basis, and define E2 = 〈em+1, . . . en〉 its complemen-
tary. Let us consider the projection π : E → E2 of kernel E1. We define the
open subset U ⊂ Gr(E,m),
U = {F : F ⊕ E2 = E}.
For F ∈ U the splitting of the space induces an isomorphism iF : E1 → F . We
have an isomorphism
U
∼−→ HomC(E1, E2), F 7→ π ◦ iF .
We define the plu¨kerian coordinates of F as the matrix elements of π ◦ iF in the
above mentioned basis. By permuting the elements of the basis we construct a
covering of Gr(E,m) by (nm) affine open subsets isomorphic to Cn(n−m).
Let us compute plu¨ckerian coordinates in Gr(C,m, n) related to the canonical
basis. Let us consider F ∈ Gr(C,m, n), and a basis of F , {~x1, . . . , ~xm}, ~xi =
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(x1i, . . . , xni). The matrix, 

x11 . . . x1m
x21 . . . x2m
...
. . .
...
xn1 . . . xnm


is of maximal rank. Thus, there is a non vanishing minor of rank m. In par-
ticular, F is in the open subset U if and olny if the minor corresponding to the
first m rows does not vanish. In such case we define the numbers λ
(m)
ij


x11 . . . x1m
x21 . . . x2m
...
. . .
...
xn1 . . . xnm




x11 . . . x1m
...
. . .
...
xm1 . . . xmm


−1
=


1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . 1
λ
(m)
11 . . . λ
(m)
1m
...
. . .
...
λ
(m)
n−m,1 . . . λ
(m)
n−m,m


that are the plu¨ckerian coordinates of Em ∈ Gr(C,m, n) in the open affine subset
U related to the split of Cn as E1 ⊗ E2.
6.4 Flag Variety of the General Linear Group
A flag of subspaces of Cn, is a sequence,
E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ En−1, dimC Ei = i
of linear subspaces of Cn. The space Flag(C, n) of flags of Cn is an homogeneous
space of GL(C, n), and it is faithful for the action of PGL(C, n). There is a
canonical morphism,
Flag(C, n)→
n−1∏
m=1
Gr(C, n,m), E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ En−1 7→ (E1, . . . , En−1).
By Lie-Kolchin theorem the isotropy subgroup of a flag is also a Borel sub-
group. Then, we can state Flag(C, n) is the flag variety of the general linear
group. Let us introduce a system of coordinates in Flag(C, n). Let us consider
{e1, . . . , en} the canonical basis of Cn. Each σ ∈ GL(C, n) defines a flag F (σ)
as follows:
〈σ(e1)〉 ⊂ 〈σ(e1), σ(e2)〉 ⊂ . . . ⊂ 〈σ(e1), . . . , σ(en−1)〉.
There is a canonical flag corresponding to the identity element. Its isotropy
group is precisely T (C, n) the group of upper triangular matrices. Then two
matrices A,B ∈ GL(C, n) define the same flag if and only if A = BU for certain
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U ∈ T (C, n). Then let us consider the affine subset of GL(C, n) of matrices
with non vanishing principal minors. For such a matrix there exist a unique
LU decomposition such that U ∈ T (C, n) and is a lower triangular matrix as
follows,
A =


1 0 . . . 0
λ21 1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
λn1 λn2 . . . 1

U
Hence the matrix elements λi define a system of affine coordinates in Flag(C, n),
in certain affine open subset. We construct an open covering of the flag space
by permutating the vectors of the canonical base. The canonical morphism
Flag(C, n)→
∏
m
Gr(C,m, n)
is easily written in plu¨ckerian coordinates:
λ
(m)
ij = λi+m,j −
m∑
k=1
λi+m,kλkj .
6.5 Matrix Riccati Equations
Let us consider an homogeneous linear differential equation
x˙ = Ax, A ∈ gl(K, n).
It is seen as an automorphic system that induces Lie-Vessiot systems in each
homogeneous space. Let us compute the induced Lie-Vessiot systems in the
grassmanian spaces. First, the linear system induces a linear system in (Cn)m.
X˙ = AX, (6.1)
where X is a n×m matrix. We write X = (UY ), being U a m ×m matrix and
Y a (n−m) ×m matrix. Λm = Y U−1 is the matrix of plu¨ckerian coordinates
of the space generated by the m column vectors of the matrix X . Then, Λ˙m =
Y˙ U−1 − ΛmU˙U−1. If we decompose the matrix A in four submatrices
A =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
being A11 of type m×m, A12 of type m× (n−m), A21 of type (n−m)×m, and
A22 if type m×m. Them the matrix linear equation (6.1) splits as a system of
matrix linear differential equations,
U˙ = A11 +A12Y, Y˙ = A21U +A22Y,
from which we obtain the differential equation for affine coordinates in the
grassmanian,
Λ˙m = A21 +A22Λm − ΛmA11 − ΛmA12Λm (6.2)
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which is a quadratic system. We call such a system a matrix Riccati equation
associated to the linear system.
Λm =


λ
(m)
11 . . . λ
(m)
1,m
...
. . .
...
λ
(m)
n−m,1 . . . λ
(m)
n−m,m


λ˙
(m)
ij = am+i,j +
n−m∑
k=1
am+i,m+kλ
(m)
kj −
m∑
k=1
λ
(m)
ik akj −
∑
k=1...m
r=1...n−m
λ
(m)
ik ak,r+mλ
(m)
rj
Example 6.5 Let us compute the matrix Riccati equations associated to the
general linear system of rank 2 and 3. First, let us consider a general linear
system of rank 2,
x˙1 = a11x1 + a12x2, x˙2 = a21x1 + a22x2.
There is one only grassmanian Gr(C, 1, 2), which is precisely the projective line.
The associated matrix Riccati equation is an ordinary Riccati equation
x˙ = a21 + (a22 − a11)x− a12x2.
In the case of a general system of rank 3,
x˙1x˙2
x˙3

 =

a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33



x1x2
x3


there are two grassmanian spaces, Gr(C, 1, 3) and Gr(C, 2, 3), being the projec-
tive plane P2(C) and the projective dual plane P2(C)∗ respectively. Then we
obtain two quadratic systems,
P(2, C)
{
x˙ = a21 + (a22 − a11)x + a23y − a12x2 − a13xy
y˙ = a31 + (a33 − a11) + a32x− a13y2 − a12xy
P(2, C)∗
{
ξ˙ = a31 + (a33 − a11)ξ + a21η − a23ξη − a13ξ2
η˙ = a32 + (a33 − a22)η + a12ξ − a13ξη − a23η2
called the associated projective Riccati equations.
6.6 Flag Equation
From the relation between plu¨ckerian coordinates and affine coordinates in the
flag variety we can deduce the equations of the induced Lie-Vessiot system
in Flag(C, n), from the matrix Riccati equations. We will obtain a Riccati
quadratic equation for n = 2, and a cubic system for n ≥ 3.
λ˙ij = aij +
n∑
k=j+1
aikλkj −
j∑
k=1
λikakj +
j∑
k=1
j∑
r=k+1
λirλrkakj
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−
j∑
k=1
n∑
r=j+1
λikakrλrj +
j∑
k=1
n∑
r=j+1
j∑
s=k+1
λisλskakrλrj ,
Setting λii = 1 for all i, we can simplify these equations.
˙λij =
n∑
k=j
aikλkj −
j∑
k=1
n∑
r=j
λikakrλrj +
j∑
k=1
j∑
r=k+1
n∑
s=j
λirλrkaksλsj (6.3)
Such as cubic system can be seen as a hierarchy of projective Riccati equations.
The equation corresponding to the first column λi1, i = 2 . . . , n is a projective
Riccati equation in P(n − 1, C). The equation corresponding to the second
column is a projective Riccati equation in P(n− 2, C(λi1)), and so on.
Example 6.6 Let us compute the flag equation for the general differential linear
system of rank 3. Denote x = λ21, y = λ31, z = λ32.{
x˙ = a21 + (a22 − a11)x+ a23y − a12x2 − a13xy
y˙ = a31 + a32x+ (a33 − a11)y − a12xy − a13y2 (6.4)
z˙ = a32 − a12y + (a33 − a22 + a12y − a13y)z + (a13y − a23)z2.
6.7 Equations in the Special Orthogonal Group
Automorphic equations in special orthogonal group have been deeply studied
since 19th century [44], [10]. In particular Darboux related these equation with
Riccati equation. He stated that the integration of (6.5) is reduced to the
integration of (6.11). Here we show that the Flag equation of an automorphic
equation in SO(C, 3) is precisely the Riccati equation, and then the solutions of
(6.5) are Liouvillian if and only if there are algebraic solutions for (6.11)
The Lie algebra so(3, C) is the algebra of skew-symmetric matrices of gl(C, 3).
Then an automorphic system in SO(3, C) is written in the following form.
x˙0x˙1
x˙2

 =

 a b−a c
−b −c



x0x1
x2

 a, b, c ∈ K, (6.5)
where the void spaces represent the vanishing elements in the matrix.
6.8 On the Structure of the Special Orthogonal Group
The special orthogonal group is the group of linear transformations preserving
the quadratic form x20+x
2
1+x
2
2. Let us consider the non degenerated quadric in
the projective space S2 ⊂ P(3, C), defined by homogeneous equation {t20 + t21 +
t22 − t23 = 0}. In affine coordinates xi = tit3 , its affine part is a sphere of radius
1. Thus SO(3, C) is a subgroup of algebraic automorphisms of the quadric;
SO(3) ⊂ Aut(S2).
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Each non degenerate quadric in the projective space over an algebraically
closed field is a hyperbolic ruled surface. It has two systems of generatrices,
being each system parameterized by a projective line. Denote P1, P2 these
projective lines. p ∈ P1, and q ∈ P2 are lines S2, and they intersect in a unique
point s(p, q) ∈ p ∩ q. We have a decomposition of S2 which is a particular case
of Segre isomorphism,
P1 ×C P2 ∼−→ S2 ⊂ P(3, C)
((u0 : u1), (v0 : v1)) 7→ (t0 : t1 : t2 : t3)


t0 = u0v1 + u1v0
t1 = u1v1 − u0v0
t2 = i(u1v1 + u0v0)
t3 = u0v1 − u1v0
Let us consider any algebraic automorphism of S2. τ : S2 → S2. In partic-
ular, it must carry a system of generatrices to a system of generatrices. Let us
denote P1, P2 to the two system of generatrices of S2. Hence, τ is induces by a
pair of projective transformations (τ1, τ2), where
τ1 : P1 → P1, τ2 : P2 → P2
or
τ1 : P1 → P2, τ2 : P2 → P1.
We conclude that the group of automorphism of S2 is isomorphic to the following
algebraic group,
Aut(S2) = PGL(1, C)×C PGL(1, C)×C Z/2Z.
Let us compute the image of the canonical monomorphism
SO(3, C) ⊂ Aut(S2). We take affine coordinates in the pair of projective lines,
x = u0
u1
, y = v0
v1
. This is the system of symmetric coordinates of the sphere
introduced by Darboux [10].
x0 =
1− xy
x− y x1 = i
1 + xy
x− y x2 =
x+ y
x− y (6.6)
x =
x0 + ix1
1− x2 y =
x2 − 1
x1 − ix2 . (6.7)
Let us write a general element of SO(3, C) in affine coordinates,
Rλ,µ,ν =

1 λ+λ−1
2
λ−1−λ
2i
λ−λ−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2




µ+µ−1
2
µ−1−µ
2i
µ−µ−1
2i
µ+µ−1
2
1



1 ν+ν−1
2
ν−1−ν
2i
ν−ν−1
2i
ν+ν−1
2


where, in the complex case λ = eiα, µ = eiβ , ν = eiγ are the exponentials of the
Euler angles. Direct computation gives us,
Rλ,µ,ν
{
x 7→ (λµν+λν+µν−ν+λµ−λ+µ+1)x+λµν+λν+µν−ν−λµ+λ−µ−1(λµν+λν−µν+ν+λµ−λ−µ−1)x+λµν+λν−µν+ν−λµ+λ+µ+1 = rλ,µ,ν(x)
y 7→ (λµν+λν+µν−ν+λµ−λ+µ+1)y+λµν+λν+µν−ν−λµ+λ−µ−1(λµν+λν−µν+ν+λµ−λ−µ−1)y+λµν+λν−µν+ν−λµ+λ+µ+1 = rλ,µ,ν(y)
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and then Rλ,µ,ν induces the same projective transformation rλ,µ,ν for x and y.
Hence,
SO(3) ⊆ PGL(1, C) ⊂ Aut(S2).
In particular, we have the following formulae for rotations around euclidean
axis: 
1 λ+λ−1
2
λ−1−λ
2i
λ−λ−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2

 : x 7→ (λ+ 1)x+ (λ− 1)
(λ− 1)x+ (λ+ 1) (6.8)

λ+λ
−1
2
λ−1−λ
2i
λ−λ−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2
1

 : x 7→ λx (6.9)

λ+λ
−1
2
λ−1−λ
2i
1
λ−λ−1
2i
λ+λ−1
2

 : x 7→ (λ+ λ−1 + 1/2)x− i(λ− λ−1)
i(λ−1 − λ)x− (λ+ λ−1 + 1/2) (6.10)
An the following formulae for the induced Lie algebra morphism – the are com-
puted by derivation of previous formulae with λ = 1+ iε –. Here the Lie algebra
pgl(1, C) is identified with sl(2, C):
 1−1
0

 7→ ( i2 −i
2
)

 10
−1

 7→ ( 12− 12
)

0 1
−1

 7→ ( − i2− i2
)
Reciprocally, a projective transformation
x 7→ u11x+ u12
u21x+ u22
; y 7→ u11y + u12
u21y + u22
,
induces a linear transformation in the affine coordinates x0, x1, x2 (see [10] p.
34). SO(C, 3) is precisely the group of automorphisms of S2 that are linear in
those coordinates. We have proven the following proposition which is due to
Darboux.
Proposition 6.7 The special orthogonal group SO(3, C) over an algebraically
closed field is isomorphic to the projective general group PGL(1, C). The iso-
morphism is given by formulae (6.8), (6.9), (6.10).
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6.9 Flag Equation
The flag variety of SO(3, C) is a projective line. Any of the Darboux symmetric
coordinates,
x : S2 → P1
gives us a realization of the action of SO(3) on P1. By substituting the equation
(6.5) in the identities (6.6), (6.7) we deduce the Riccati differential equation
satisfied by this symmetric coordinate, which is the flag equation of equation
(6.5):
x˙ =
−b− ic
2
− iax+ −b+ ic
2
x2. (6.11)
In [10], Darboux reduces the integration of the equation (6.5) to finding two
different particular solutions of the Riccati equation (6.11). By application of
our generalization of Liouville’s theorem we obtain an stronger result.
Theorem 6.8 (Darboux) The Galois extension of the equation (6.5) is a Li-
ouvillian extension of K if and only if the Riccati equation (6.11) has an algebraic
solution.
Proof. It is a particular case of Theorem 6.2. 
A Stalk formula for affine morphisms
A.1 Stalk Formula for Ring Morphisms
Let us consider a ring morphism ϕ : R → R′, and a ⊂ R an ideal. We write
ϕ(a) · R′ for the ideal of R′ spanned by the image of a by ϕ.
Theorem A.1 (Stalk formula) Let us consider x ∈ Spec(R). The stalk (ϕ∗)−1(x) ⊂
Spec(R′) is homeomorphic to the spectrum of
R′ϕ(x)·R′/ϕ(x) · Rϕ(x)·R′ = (R′/ϕ(x) · R′)ϕ(x)·R′ = R′ ⊗R κ(x).
Let us note that we do two different processes in the computation of the stalk.
First there is a process of localization: the spectrum of R′ϕ(x)·R′ = R′ ⊗R Rx
is identified with the set of prime ideals y ⊂ R′ verifying ϕ(y) ⊆ x. Second
there is a process of restriction, the spectrum of R′/ϕ(x) · R′ = R′ ⊗R R/x
is identified with the set of prime ideals y ⊂ R′ verifying ϕ(y) ⊇ x. These
processes commute. When we take both together we obtain R′ ⊗R κ(x). As
expected, the canonical morphism R′ → R′ ⊗R κ(x), a 7→ a ⊗ 1 induces de
immersion of the stalk into Spec(R′).
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A.2 Stalk Formula for Change of Base Field
Definition A.2 Let X be an k-scheme, and k →֒ A a k-algebra. We write
X(A) for the set of k-scheme homomorphisms Spec(A)→ X. The functor
X : A X(A) = Homk(Spec(A), X)
of the category of k-algebras in the category of sets, is called the functor of points
of X. An element x ∈ X(A) is called an A-point of X.
First, note that for each field extension k →֒ K there is a map,
X(K)→ X, x 7→ x((0)), (0) ⊂ K
following this map, X(k) is identified with the set of points of X whose rational
field κ(x) is k. We call these points rational points of X .
For any field extension k ⊂ K, the map X(K) → X is surjective onto the
subset of points x ∈ X for whom that there exist a commutative diagram,
k
  B
BB
BB
BB
B
// K
κ(x)
=={{{{{{{{
and moreover, X(K) is identified with the set of K-rational points of the K-
scheme XK :
X × Spec(K)

Spec(K)
77ooooooooooo
// X
If X is of finite type, then X(k¯) 7→ |X |cl ⊂ |X | is surjective onto the subset
of closed points of X .
Theorem A.3 There is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the set
X(K) of K-points of X and the set of rational points of the extended scheme
XK .
Proposition A.4 (Base change formula) Let X be a k-scheme, x ∈ X, and
k ⊂ A a k-algebra. The stalk π−1(x) of x by π : XA → X, is isomorphic to
Spec(κ(x) ⊗k A).
Proof. First, assume that X = Spec(B) is affine. Then, by stalk formula, we
have
π−1(x) = Spec(A⊗k B ⊗B ⊗κ(x)) = Spec(A⊗k κ(x)),
the homeomorphism is induced by the ring morphism
A⊗k B → A⊗ κ(x), a⊗ f 7→ a⊗ f(x).
If X is not affine, then we cover it with affine subsets Ui. If π(y) = x, and
x ∈ Ui, then y ∈ Ui ×k Spec(A) and the previous argument is sufficient. 
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